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In Our Beth Year

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, January 13, 1969

10. Per Copy

Drennen Is
Two Accidents )ohn
Eddyville Deputy
Reported
On Sunday

Vol. LX)Q.CX No. 10

Dark Fired Tobacco
Sales Open Today
Little Goes To Pool

EDDYV1LLE, ty. (UPI) —
John Drennan has been named
essociate warden of the Kentucky State Penitentiary, succeeding J. C. Johnson who resigned.
Warden John Wingo said that
Drennon would be responsible
tor supervising the prison farm,
food service, and personnel
management.
The Webster County native
has 26 years experience in penal work and was promoted from
his former position of personnel officer.

Notice where a kid in North
Carotin' ems sent home for
wearing overalls. This is indicative of bow times have
changed. mat's all we wore to
school for some years.

Two accidents were investigated by the Murray Police Depertinent on Sunday afternoon,
but no injuries were reported.
This makes 12 accidents reports
filed by the Murray Police for
accidents in the city for the
We den" know who the prinmonth of January.
The sales of Type 23, Dirt Irtr• cipal is, but probably he is of
The first occurred at 4:20
ed Tobacco opened this morngeneration
who
does
• )later
p.m. on North 12th Street near
ing at nine o'clock on the DoJohn Ed Scott
not remember when wearing
Sharpe Street,
ran's Loose Leaf Floor.
overalls was considered normal.
Frank S. Morski of Route
Deputy Sheriff Gene Parker
Sales followed at Planters,
Two, Pinckneyville, Ill., driving
took a local juvenile boy to the Growers, and Farris Loose Leaf
Getting • new pair of overalls
a 1936 Dodge pickup, was goLouisville Reception Center on Floors.
WWI considered a highlight. The
ing south on North 12th Street
'Friday after he hadobeen sen011ie Barnett of Doran's Loose
button holes were new sad
when a vehicle came out of
tenced by the Calloway County Leaf Floor said the sale was
getting all the buttons buttoned
Sharpe Street making a left
Court, to a Corfection Center In very good at their floor with
the first time was quite
turn on 12th Street, according
the state of Kentucky.
some baskets selling for $67.00
chore. Then there followed an
to the police report.
The office of Calloway Coun- per hundred.
exploration of all the various
Morski told police that he
ihLrnett said that most of the
John Ed Scott has been nam- and Scott winning the second ty Judge Hall McCuiston said
_)nd sundry little pockets, place
applied his brakes, slid around,- ed as the "second improvement improvement prize of EX the youth tied been apprehend- tobacco was being sold with
examining
the
pencil,
to put •
and into the yard of M. C. Ellis, prize winner" in the sate-wide Grand prize was $500 with sec- ed and brought before the court very little of the crop going to
new thread that sewed up the
INSPECTING THE CADETS — Cel. Eff Medians, Pro210 North 12th Street, with Tom Wallace Farm Forestry ond place winning 1200.
in connection with a series of the pool.
edges, and so forth.
fessor of Military Science at Murray State University, Indamage to a tree' and shrubs Awards contest. The contest is
The opening day average for
Scott has been a leader lo- breakins in Murray during the
leech cadets of the Reserve Offlates' Training Corps during
in the yard.
last year was $44.02 for the
sponsored by a state newspape cally in forestry conservation past few months.
The legs were also stiff and an afternoon drill. Ca. Birdsall" • U.S. Army veteran of
There was not any contact annually.
sales on the four Murray floors.
for
some
years.
He
maintains
a
the lock pockets were a joy to
mare than 22 years, Waal the Mitorray State faculty in 1967.
with the vehicle that made- the
Barnett said he was almost
-The first -prize winner Al H. tract of hilly land near Kenbehold. You could carry around The native Team is • andsaf veteran of the European
left turn on North /Lid Street, Meyer of Route 1, Greenwood, tucky Lake where extensive
sure that the sales today will
mare things than you could illmeter if World Wsr II ased Keno. His military record Inbe above that average.
according to the police report. -Indiana, and Lloyd Price of tree plantings, have been made.
Alai- a stiEk at. After mut, -eludes Rye veers at the Pathogen In Wallington and service
Holmes Ellis, general manThevehicle was a 1967 Ford Somerset, Kentucky is, second
Scott has been assisted in
wear and many washings, they In the throe combat arrns—arrner, artillery, and Infantry.
panel truck, owned by N. E. astize winner.
ager of the Western Dark Firveloping his forestry manthin all over and soft.
Knight,
a
seventeen._Susan
Huie and driven by Carrie
ed Tobacco Growers AssociatTwo improvement prizes were agement plan by the local DivPearl Huie, 1413 Poplar Street. given with William M. Chur- ision of Forestry. He had done year-old senior from Ballard ion, had said eariter that the,1
In speaking of our old typeinitDamage to the Morski truck chill of Depauw, Indiana winn- wide planting in loblolly pine Memorial High School, has been crop this year for the area was
er that we use, it holds on. adwas on the right rear side and ing the first improvement prize to curb erosion, but has also judged the winner of the an- about a million pounds above
vantage over the electric mod*
nual First District, Department
left front fender.
planted a number of other types of Kentucky Veterans of For- that of last year.' This could
which we have mentioned be
make the sale for the Murray
The second accident occurrof
trees
to
see
what
trees
would
fore. As we type, it does not
eign Wars "Voice of Democra- and Mayfield markets about 714
ed at 5:20 p.m. at the intersectrespond
best
to
the
forestry
cy" contest. Her parents are million pounds for the current
try to get ahead of us.
ion of Sycamore and South 4th
plan.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Knight, of market.
Streets.
He
has
extensive
Scotch
Pine
Motivation for self-improve- gree at the University of MaryThe electric models put down
LaCenter,
Kentucky.
Miss
Cars involved were a 1563
Barnett said the buyer was
holdings
which
are
pruned
and
everything we know before you ment is reflected often in the land.
Knight will receive a $25.00 good' with a large number of
Chevrolet two door driven by
cared for to place in the Christ- Savings Bond. There was one
can my disestsblishmentarkm- 22-year military career of Col. '"It was the worst time of
buyers on -band for the openJoe Bailey Dill of 413 Sycamore
mas tree market each year.
entire career," he recalls
ec
other entry from Carlisle Coun- ing day of sales of this type of
• am, and there we sit, complete- Eft Birdsong, Jr.
with Street, and a 1961 Oldsmobile
Several
thousand
trees
have
Refusing
to
recognize
the
usa
chuckle.
"I
High.
thoughtless.
Our
trusty
typeattended
ty
ly
classes two door hardtriat' Owned by
been planted on Scott's lam!, The winning contestant was tobacco, one of the largest cash
writer, being highly diplomatic, ual inconveniences as obstacles, five nights a week during my Hobert Brandon and driven by
reclaiming
land which in some sponsored by Ballard County crops for the area.
he
has
lived
by
the
theory
that
final year. at the iame time the James
stays discreetly a thought or
Leland Brandon ia/ 523
cases
was
of
little use for norday-toa
man
not
striving
for
Pentagon was,topsy-turvy over South 11th
two behind, thus allowing a
Street.
Marvin Fulton, prominent mal cultivation. His practices, Memorial Post 5429, V.F.W
TAPPAN WIVES
Judging of the contest was at
continuous flow of words. It day attainment is cheating him- the crises in Berlin and Cuba." Police said Brandon was goMurray businessman and co- along with thbse of other tree
To add to the complications ing east
Murray
State
University,
by
pertakes years to train a typewrit- self. Arid he has pursued accomon Sycamore Street, owner of the Murray Lumber farmers in Calloway County,
The Tappan Wives Club will
plishment with unrelenting _per- of trying to meet the demised'
ter in this art.
making a left turn onto South s.company, died this morning at have made Calloway County a sonnel of the Communications meet at Jerry's Restaurant at
a
'
of a hectic deity Assignment,
4th Street. He pulled out from' 10:50 at the Murray-Catteway leader in reforestration and tree Department. The. District win- six p.m.
for its monthly dinner
Now head of the Reserve Of- family responsibilities and classner will participate in a state
Then tee, our typewriter has
the stop street and collided County Hospital after an illness farming.
contest at a later date. Brown meet.L.g. Hostesses are Marge
only 42 keys on it. The new ficerar Traning Corps at Mur- work, he had ambitiously in- with the Dill car going south on
of
three
months.
The four top winners and Tucker is chairman of the dis- Kipp, Kathryn Glover, Freda
.Selectric's have 44, with a 1 on ray State University, he has cluded algebra and study ,of South 4th Street, according to
Mr. Fulton was well known their families will be guests of
Lovett, and Sue McDougal. "
triet contest.
the top line with the rest of notched a notable record for the Chinese language! in his the police report.
by
the
people
of
.Murray
and
,honor at the annual Farm A
the numbers. We know automa- himself as a soldier — five Curriculum.
Damage
to
the
Dill
car
was
on
Calloway
County.
He
was
alwards Luncheon in Louisville
He remembers his sense ef
tically that if we went a 1, we years in the Pentagon, combat
the right rear quarter panel and ways ready to talk with any
just hit the little "L" and duty in two wars, service in relief and accomplishment at to the Brandon car on the right person who came to the Murray February 15, where they will re
ceive their awards.
the three combat arms (armor, graduation as the "finest feelthere's our 1.
front fender.
Lumber Yard to discuss their
artillery and infantry), com- ing I ever had."
needs whether they were small
"I did the whole bit, includThe next to the last finger on mand of a missile unit, and a
or larg4?
our right hand is just trained number of special schools rang- ing cap and gown and all the
Fulton was a member of the
to hit the little "1" with no ing from Officers '`Candidate ceremony. As a matter of fact, I
First Christian Church and
thought given as to what it has School to intelligence to para- even hired a babysitter and took
served on the official board of
my wife to the senior pram."
tto do to achieve this pheno- chutist.
University's ray State officials personally
Murray State
that church, He and his wife
He twits himself about "takJump school the following
mena.
football stadium, schedul- inspected similar installations
new
Parker
resided
at
1001
Main
Street.
Gene
Sheriff
Deputy
ing 22 years to finish college." year was another interesting
LOUISVILLE, Ky..(UPI), —
Tennessee,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. said he and Deputy Sheriff Cal- ed for completion in 1970, will at the University of
By using the finger next to the Actually, he interrupted ha s experience for Birdsong, then A 600-member delegation of
the playing field is
where
artificial
with
equipped
turf.
be
quiet
-weekOnal
Fulton:
one
daughter.
Mrs.
hada
Morgan
ton
thumb on our right hand, we education after two years of a lieutenant colonel, and an- the Kentucky Education Assoc- Jay L. Fulton
Turf, and
of Benton; one end ?vith no accidents being re- Dr Harry M. Sparks, president equipped with Tartan
Alabama,
ow hit the key with the dash college to enlist in the U.S. other indication of his determ- iation has voted approval of son, Henry Fulton of Dogwood
one per- of the University; has announc- the University of
arrested
ported.
They
Army
soon
after
the
outbreak
ination.
At
41. he was twice as proposals seeking an additional
on it, thus —, and make a line
which has Astroturf on its praced.
Drive,
Murray:
two
sisters,
Mrs.
driving.
reckless
son
for
of
World
War
H.
old
as almost any of the other $170 million from the state Legas long as we like.
The revolutionary-new play- tice field.
Bonnie Houston.of Los Angeles.
Kentucky State Trooper ThoTwo wars later, in 1962, dur- 700 enrollees in, tile rigorous islature in 1970.
"Athletic oficials at both insurface, the trade name for
ing
with
Calif.,
and
Mrs.
Ruby
Farmer,
he,
along
said
mas
Adams
ing
the
first of his two tours of three-week course. Nonetheless,
The KEA Delegate Assembly,
The electric models do things
Astroturf, will be the stitutions expressed great satwhich
is
600
Charles
Poplar
Street,
Murray;
Trooper
one
Kentucky
State
before we even think about it duty at the Pentagon in Wash- he was among the -.400 , who, which closed its annual meet- brother, Will Fulton of Owens- Stephenson of Murray and Ken- first of its type to be instilled isfaction with the artificial
ington, Birdsong finally finish- were able to meet rugged phy- ing here Saturday topped the
turf," Dr. Hogancamp said,
Kentucky football field.
(Continued on Back Page)
ed his work and earned his de. sical demands and earn wings list of proposals with a request boro; one sister-in-law. Mrs. tucky State Sgt. Gerald John- op a
Astroturf is a product of the "and cited a number of its adpatrolled
Henrietta
Fulton
of
OwensboCounty,
Graves
son,
as paratroopers.
for teacher pay raises in the
County Monsanto Company, whose bid vantages."
Wanting the opportunity to 1970-1971 and 1971-1972 school ro; four grandchildren, Marvin the roads of Calloway
Among the most prevalent of
for the project was the lowest
work with young people, he re- years that would cost the state and Frank Miller of Benton, over the weekend with an arCurrently,
onsubmitted.
of
two
reported.
Leah
and
Stacy
Fulton
of
being
Murof
a
drunk
rest
(Continued on Back roes,
quested an assignment to the about $100 million for the tworay.
Trooper Adams said no ac- ly one other Artificial turf for
ROTC unit at Murray State. He year period.
befields
is
playing
football
by
Funeral arrangements are in- cidents were investigated
joined the faculty in 1967 afThe salary proposal is aimed
ing manufactured. It is Tartan
ter serving his second tour at at salary allotments paid by the complete, but the burial will he them.
Turf, a product of Minnesota
the Pentagon in the office of state to local school districts, in the Murray Cemetery with
•
Mining IL Manufacturing.
the
arrangements
by
the
J.
H.
Deputy Chief of Staff, for Per- rather than the salaries paid
According to Dr. Thomas B.
By ROY MCGHEE
the Senate almost always ap- sonnel with the Department of ploy local districts to teachers. If Churchill Funeral Home where
Rev Martin Mattingly of St.
Hogancamp, vice-President for Leo's Catholic Church will be
friends may call.
)WASHINGTON (UN) — The proves cabinet choices, having the Army...
enacted, local districts would
administrative affairs at Mur- the speaker at the regular dinSenate takes up Preisident-elect failed to do so only 10 times
"My work at Murray has ,giv- receive from $1,500 to $3,900
relpire I uteri.at Waal
ray State, Monsanto will install ner meeting of the Methodist
Richard M. Nixon's cabinet in its history.
en me great satisfaction." com- more per teacher from the state
the supporting pad and the ar- Men to be held Wednesday,
choices this week, with the
ments the native Texan. "is than they now get.
tificial turf in the new stadium. January 15, at 6:30 p.m.
Another appointee wile inight yet, however, I
man from Alaska the prime tarIntern/41*nel
United
Press
by
haven't seen any
The
Delegate
Assembly
also
The general contractor will
face a non-routine hearings is people
get for some Democrats.
Partly cloudy today through
The dinner will be held in
commissioned whom I proposed that the legislature
build the base, which will be the social hall. Rev Mattingly
Walter J. Rickel. Alaska gov- David Packard, Nixon's choice brought into the program — pass a professional
low
30s
today
Tuesday.
High
negotiation
seconda
that
of
(AHTCAMPBELL,
KY.
to
secretary.
FT.
equivalent
defense
for
deputy
ernor and Nixon'. choice for innortheast to low 40s southwest.
will speak on the subject, "The
and I am looking forward to law, amend the minimum founNC) — Army Nurse Sharon L. Low tonight 16 east to 28 west. ary road, he said.
terior secretary, appeared to His offer to place $300 million that."
-Catholic Church". All men of
dation
program
to
a
$6,000
base
surtwo
of
Mr.
and
the
Davidson,
daughter
In considering
be the only major cabinet de- of his stock in a charitable trust
the church are urged to attend.
Many activities--are- associat- and make improvements in the Mrs. Leo R. Van Sell, pm N. A little warmer Tuesday.
faces for the new stadium. Mursignee who might fall short of has raised some questions on ed with the ROTC program, in- teacher retirement
system.
Butler Ave., Indianapolis. Ind.,
the Armed Services Committee.
la quick approvel.
The proposals will go before was promoted to first lieutencluding the rifle' and pistn1
When it is not dealing with
w The lineyp calls for a series
teams, the flight program. the the KEA state convention for ant December 10 at Ft. Campof hearing* on the appointees, men this week, the Senate will Pershing Rifles national
honort, final expected approval.
bell, Ky., where she is a gen- beginning TueedaY,' with formal be involved in a key internal -ary society, the Scabbard
and•
eral duty nurse at the U. S.
approval shoetly after Nixon as- question that could bring the Blade honorary and
military
Army Hospital.
sumes office`41 week from to- first partisan squabble of the society, the Silver
Stars wotier husband,.Thomas W. Danew session.
day.
men's drill team, and the Cal
vidson. lives in Murray, Ky.
proto
planned
rtepublicans
loway
County
Red Cross blood
Most of the hearings already
She'received her B.S. degree in
-were tagged as routine. But test a Democratic move to re- drive twice each year.
nursing at Murray State Unicomkey
of
two
The
size
Murray
Fire
Department
the
duce
Rickel, who stirred dissent aIn addition to their worm %vim answered a two alarm fire last versity, Murray, Ky.. in 1968.
Relations
Foreign
mittees
—
mong some conservationists
these activities, Col. Birdsong
.,)with a few much-publicized sen- from 19 to 15 and Appropria- and his staff in the military sci- night at eight o'clock to the
residence at 402 North 2nd
tences last month, might be tions from 26 to 24.
ence department make personal Street.
headed for some tough question'Republicans see tne move a notifications to next of kin in.
Fire Chief Flavil Robertson
ing.
a dodge to deny them spots on volving deaths of soldiers from said the fire was in the
fuse
He goes before the Senate the committees in a Democrati- extreme Western Kentucky.
box and was out on arrival of
MAYFIELD, Ky. (UPI) —
Interior Committee on Wednes- cally controlled Senate. Some
"Certainly the task is always the firemen No damage was re- Galen Kaler, 17, Hickory, died
day. Sen. Gaylord Nelson, D- literal Democrats opposed to difficult because of the tragic
Sunday of an accidental gunWis., * committee member, al- the idea because they believe circumstances, but we represent ported.
shot wound at a hospital here.
ready has called for an "In the smaller committees further the U.S. Army, and it is a mat.
Police said the victim and
depth" examination of Rickel. enhance the power of the senior ter of professional pride with
UNDERGOES SURGERY.
several other youths were exHundreds of letters poured members, who often tend to be us to give the survivors every
pin after Mickel said he opposed conservative.
Joe Hal Stark of Murray amining a pistol at a service
(Centinved en Back Page)
policies of "conservation just
Route Four is a patient at the station when it accidentally dis-for conservation purposes" He
Western Baptist Hospital, Pa- charged.
But its prominent members
also said, referring to water of Congress, Senate GOP,leader
ducah, where he underwent leg
CHANGE IN TIME
pollution rules, that "If you set Everett M. Dirksen of mimic
surgery.
SORORITY MEETING
GETTING THE FEEL OF ASTROTURF—Examining samples of Astroturf, the artificial
'
,standards so high, you might and Rep. Hale Boggs, D-La.
The 'Nature's Palette Garden
playing surface which will Iwo Installed In the new Murray State University football stadium,
really hinder industrial develop- House Democratic ,Whip, said Club will meet Wednesday at
UNNECESSARY NOISE
, The Alpha Delta Kappa Sorare, left to right: Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of the Health and Physical Education Dement."
ority will meet Wednesday, Janduring the weekend they fav- 9:30 a.m at the Communitypartment; Ted Bradshaw, director of development at the University; Dr. Thomas B. Hogan
committee
interior
Other
One person was cited for un- uary 15, at 7.30 p.m at the
ored a cut in the recommend- Center instead of the regular
comp, administrative vice-president; and Head Football Coach Sill Fyreerson. The new Etaile,,,,
members, at, heye_expressed ed $20,000-a-year pay -boost tor afternoon time Saab -one -,11 to necessary 4/01110. on Sunday by Nursing +wilding auditoricms, -toes, pare of is' 53.1160,000 athief1eacademic--.0Mpla
to be constructed on the northeastern
reservations about Mickel. But members of Congress.
the Murray Polite Departmttnt Murray State University
bring a sack lunch.
end of the campus, Is scheduled for completion In 1970.

Juvenile Taken To
Correction Center

John Ed Scott Wins Fourth
In State Forestry Contest

1111

.Ballard Girl Wins
Area VFW Contest

Self-Improvement Is Seen
In Life Of Col. Birdsong

8

Marvin Fulton
Dies Here
Early Today

Quiet Weekend Is
Reported Here By
Law Officials

KEA Will Seek $170
Million More For
Teachers In 1970

bf Mrs. Pernecy
in Highway 121
trier was entered
wiling to Deputy
Morgan and

I the home was
, but the house
with closet and
drawers open,
ty sheriffs said
• person ca pere been looking
1. Weatherford's
ney was in the
sight, but was

ie Stubblefield
ut 10:30 p. m.
atherford's son,
to about the

in and Deputy
try 'was "gained —
e glass in the
they were 'une door open. .
ford had been
and family
in occurred. A
the street said
a dog barking
not notice any.
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Senate Will Take Up Nixon
Cabinet Choices This Week

411....

Wife Of Local Win
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Hickory Youth Is
Killed By Pistol
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New MSU Stadium Will Be
Equipped With "Astroturf"

Rev. Mattingly To
Speak At Dinner

Fire Department
Called On Sunday
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Mrs.
By Bureau Air-Supported Vehicle
Season Is Heie Wads Large Dairy Prices Skims Over Water,SnoN'x .
Mental Group Should Hold

iggg.mis bp LING= Is TIMMS PUILISIIING COMPANY.
▪

thinseleadien of the bierrs7 Laditsrs The Callow*" Thwack and
Thms-Berald. Odder30. Mak sad the West Lantuskiess.
Abonary I. ila
MS SE eah$Sn.Itheray. W--fl
JAMS C. WILLIAMS, POSLIsmgR

Ifile mem the riga te reject say Adverltaing. Letters to the BASOor•
or rabbis Yoke amewalids. ha our opinion. are not for the beet'
interim of oar reallea

Dairy prices should retain
Mrs. Billie Downing. associate
professor of education at Mar- their favorable price levels
ray State University, has been during 1969, burley should relashelected president of the South- main profitable, _ and cattle,
ilialared at the Post Officio, Murray. 114kittlisaY. ler
end's-Association on Mental sheep and dent will probably
bramllettltwe
remain as a test of the maniDeficiency.
Seeand Clams beadier
The SEAMp, an *HUSH of agement skills of the individ11111110110eg1all Masa By Oarriler in Sturm. we desk We.
the American Association on ual farmer commented Agrintinitt *LK to filloway and adjoining aosatles.
YOU CAN OFitit
per rear. SIM:
Mental Deficiency, is. proles- culture Commissioner Robert
rames 1 es a 0.110: Parewhare WAIL
aerobe subecriPahlas Mk,
PULL OUT Of A HIS VD 10101,110W
sionpl orsealsatios composed Miller in forecasting the agriT.ostationdiog ow. moo ef a c— __a7 is
of dodoes, teachers, educators, cultural aliShtioo for 1909 in
ibe
If,
itmegray et
Neweimgree
sod ethers working in the area Kentucky.
Miller holds particular optieiental retardation.
MONDAY — JANUARY 13, 1969
- -it-native of Louisville, she Is mism for the dairy enterprise
the first woman president in — a feeling very few shared
the pest 20 years of the 1000. this time lad year when the
member organizetion that in- reel milk market teemed to he
cludes eight southeastern dates In greet jeopardy. Miller aclamoka
TIMIS NIA
counts for this change of atand Puerto Rico.
Prior to being elected presi- titude primarily to two fact3110 LIFT
SWIM LIFT
MIAMI — A burly, overbearing man, addressing a
dent, she served as secretary- ors: 1. A steady demand for
stewardess shortly before he hijacked a United Airlines
treasurer for three years and milk products has maintained
jet:
President-elect last year. As farm milk prices at above the
A Cusisionflit•-abour to rake off to skim over water,
"If I pullet's gun, would you ask the cagstain to • Illustrated are soma tips on Mow to control a winter skid.
was in year ago level for most any
president-elect, she
take
nth of
Is Hillithe.?"
charge of organizing_ the pm_
son. This marBy
By Centrta Press
Centro!
Press
_
MILFORD. Mich. -Winter often is the motorist's migrafhe-- gram for the 3-day confere
face of the UneatenSAN BERNARDINO, Calif.
It skims over water, snow
NEW YORK — President-elect Richard M. Nixon. the skid-slip-and-slide season of snow, ice, sleet, rain, fog and last year in Birmingham Ala. ing storm of imitations is most swamps and virtually everything else -driven and supported by
member of the thon of encouraging to dairymen, Mil- air blasts alone.
admitting to a gathering of intellectuals his lack of a host of other pitfalls for the unwise or unwary.
But winter driving, despite its special problems, doesn't have 'pedal education, she joined ler said. 3, The Kentucky propopularity in comparison to his former rival, Vice
to be that tough.
•
re' endorsement of a set
the HSU faculty Is UK She
- That's a capsule description of the unique new Cushionflight
President Hubert H. Humphrey:
One of the spots in the nation where driving by necessity is earned the MA. in spaded ede- side program to finance an informerly known as Ftevflite—first tur-supported vehicle that can
"If the vote were taken in this room, it would prob- done &I all kinds of weather is
-qv-cation at George .Pfelidif Ca- tensive research, promotion and be bought ready to operate by sportsmen, explorers, or anybody
STEERING
the General Motors PrOeindf
ably come out Humphrey first and Nixon second?'
in Nashville alter RON advestlarnent campaign is mus- with a need to travel into areas inaccessible by boats or on wheels.
Stay steady. Avoid abrupt
Ground here. The profeaskand
ergraduate work at the Out. ether indicator of improved
Popular Science Monthly in its January issue, describes the new..
drivers at the Proving Ground Changes in direction. Suddesi
IMBHINGTON — Rep. Richard H. Ichord, D.-Mo.,
dlieiatisse. He also delicately maneuverable, rudder-controlled vehicle as light-entargh
turns and lane changing-an versity of Louisville. --and the National Safety ••
Before ceasing
IlinnIVIDScing that he plans to truilimilt a bill substituting offer several mid weather-Itiee,the deby industry to float. It weighs 570 pounds; Is able to go_ .35 miles an "hour
a spin. Ariticipate Your,
„
mIstsena/ Security" for -Un-American" in the name ing tips that work.
movements and '•make tiled State, she taught elementarY Is rnarketshrting many new over any fairly level Surface'
"Ham Un-American Activities Committee":
_4 remedial reeding in Florida and products *Chiding a hickory- and climb 30 per cent grade, the vehicle glides smoothly into
Heading the list is prepare- grad • Hy and smcgothly.
,was director of education and smoked cheddar cheese, a pow- with a running dart—carrYing a fently sloping beach and can
If - 311 start to skid, imm
Ma-American as a term is ambiguous. It's not a good lion. Your car has to be ready
_ htel ..urn the steering wheel i training at Outwood State Hos- tiered blue cheese, and 4 cho- a hefty, payload cif up to 400 continue down a_road or across
hod term and that concerns people who have more for winter. Points Include:
country.
Tires. Good tread is essential the direction the rear end i pital and School at Dawsoa caste-flavored cheese confect- P°u11`6'
Sheriarlas philasopides."
Cushionga
fli ht l driven an
Snow tires are better than mg= sliding. Don't oversteer. The in- Springs.
prodA
aircraft-type
pair
of
ular tires for starting traction: sten/ you feel the car coming
A, member of Kappa Delta
Large supplies of lietif hi-.uPP°rtad by air blikata
p'ellers BrTvini Ter-iiteel-hotised
'
MAW — New York Jets defensive back John Dock- studded snow tires are better out of it. straighten the wheels. Pi, -honorary education society, 1989 do not indicate a boom- 40 - horsepower Volkswagen.
inch flexible cables, supplies
ery, pralming Jets quarterback Joe Nanui.th, who led his yet, and reinforced **revenants
Remember that ice is twice she was named to the 19117-1111 leg demand for cattle, but the powered, propeller driven aye- the air cushioning and propul-a
tern winch uses just two gallons
all.
are
as
Reducing
degrees
sliripery
best
of
as
tire
at
it
30
team to a 16-7 upset victory over the Baltimore Colts In
"Who's Who in American Edu- good operator can profit by of fuel an hour at full throttle. EOM They're coupled to the en-"''
pressure does-not improve trac- is at zerits Wet ice in sunny cation."
Sine by a wide belt. The air• • •
studying the market trends, Inthe Super Bowl:
Don. but does increase Wear
areas ia more-dangerous. Due to
Mn. Downing and her hue- ticipating • pickup this sum"He not only made me believe we'd win but he made
DEVELOPED by the Cushion. cushion prop is fOur-bladed, 38
temperature,.
differences
in
too.
Braltea. Check and.rodiu.s
. t if
d, Tom, have one daughter, mer after market weakness in flight Corporation of San Bee- inches in diameter and deeply
us all believe. I never sem another fella like him In all
necessary. Uneven pull can ice lasts longer on bridges and Mrs. Larry Fleenor, a special late winter and early spring. nardino, it has a fiberglass hull recessed in a fiber glass tunnel
my Me."
swerve
spots.
or
Don't
in
slim"
the bow. _Nylon mesh
twist you into a skid.
education teacher In Illinois.
Heavy supplies may force the that gives high flotapon, good near
screens out debris. Learning to
Exhaust System. Inapeot-rauf- brake when yogi hit an Imes.;
market down slightly in the impatt resistance, and tile neice
patch
-row
pected
of
operate
is easy.
fler and tailpipe for leaks. Winfall. The same general pattern cessary cavity for the air cilsilk
dows are usually up in the win- through it.
ion.
There
are
seas
Start..
(or
up the Cushionflight
two.
is probable for swine productSTOPPING
ter and leaking fumes can be
and both props turn--they're alIon, too. Sheep production has Price $3,495.
the.
thoughts
Keep
on
your
deadly.
The magazine points mit ,that ways coupled to
engine. You
,
!retia International narrowed down to the point, the ride on water is smooth and, ease the throttlethe
Battery. Make sure it can do road. It takes a lot longer to by United.
full on to es-111
Thou shalt warship the Lord thy God, and him only
Miller
stop
on
plenty
observed,
ice
so
of
keep
where
only
the
Teday
Is
Monday,
Jan.
13,
the job. Stalls not only are ineffortless. Over swampland, the tablish the air cushion, then
, shalt thou serve. —Lake 4:1.
really good shepherds remain bow flattens
convenient, but dangerous in space between you and the ve,. the;v13th day of 1969 with
out weeds and move the control stick forward.
hide ahead. Anticipate
and those men are skillful en- reeds as you skim along.
God alone is worthy of our worship. We degrade fast traffic.
/follow.
The pitch of the drive's prop
movements.
stopping
ough
to
money
Winter
from
make
driving
involves
three
The moon is approaching its 1
, Oureshis by vrorataptag any othar.behog or thing eits.
their
Transition from water to land chfinges to drive you forvard as
You can't make a panic stop new phase.
major areas---starting. steering
flocks year in and year out.
is made without a bump- -and its blades bite into the air.
COI MDand stopping. Here are tips on ice. Tests prove that pumpEgg producers have experThe morning stars are Mars
ing
the
brakes
quick.
gives
the
from
experienced
Proving
ienced a.real good year tisk
rr
and Jupiter,
Oround driye,rs' and the. Safety eat stoptitat sun keeps steer- " 'Ti livening sitars the Mercuto 4987. frog, Asg.i
Council's long-standing Commit- tog 'controf,' With, hard jabs al. ry, Venus and
ample, in
ovember 19011 Ken
Saturn.
tee on Winter Driving Hazards: tett-nate locked wheels and rolltucky commercial producers reOn this day in history:
LEDGES IFTD1111 WILK
ing action.
STARTING
In 1733, James Oglethorpe ceived III cents per dozen for
Finally, all the tips in the
To get going on ice and snoW,
and some 130 British colonists their eggs, a 10 cents-per-dozen
Funeral services for Galen B. Rogers, age 88, were
you need two things -- traction world won't help if you can't arrived at Charleston with a increase over November 1967.
held yesterday at the chapel of the Max H. Churchill and the know - how to get the see where you are going.
SOS W. Main Street
Phase 753-11421
Remove snow and ice from charter to form a settlement in However, fall hatchings in the
Funeral Home He died at his boarding house at May- most pull out of your car...
state and nation were up subfield.
Use a feather touch on tnatfront • back and side windows. what is now the state of GeorBrush off the hood and top of gia
stantially indicating that egg
Professor Neale Mason, cellist, will appear as guest gas pedal -- in Other words be car, too, so snow won't keep
In 1864, songwriter Stephen prices may move downward in
gentle.
"drive'
Start
or
in
sec- dusting on the windshield and
artist during the winter concert scheduled tonight by
Foster died in New York City the coining months_
ond gear if your car has a manthe Murray Training School Orchestra.
with only 35 cents in his pocket.
ual transmission. Spinning the rear window. •
Also.
giveyour
car
a
chance
Dr. and Mrs. Clegg Austin of Louisville are the par- wheels makes things slicker and
In 1963, President Sylvanus
to
warm
up.
Turn
the
heater
War veterans wuu are 65 or
ents of a son born January 12 in the General Hospital digs you in deeper.
Olympio of the Wed African
1411 Olive Blvd.
satnart
d
d
trozter
esurrthea
on
before
trtaside
you
,in Louisville where Dr. Austin is doing his internship.
notion of Togo was assassinat- over are presumed to be totally
Sand, a metal mat or a piece
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERS' —
out
and
permanently
pudisabled
for
ed.
Mrs. A B. Austin of Murray Is the paternal grandmoth- of carpeting under the rear your oar is warm enough to
Truly Fine Cleaning
rheas 753-3152
In 1966, Presidents Johnson rposes of eligibility for pension
wheels both unless you have a prevent condensation on the
er.
benefits.
Mrs. Lena Rivers Cummins, Arlington, announces locking differential, can help. glass. That way you won't sud- appointee" the first Negro in
Extra weight in the trunk
history to.. a 'cabinet position.
the engagement Of
daughter, Nancy Carlton Cum- little and risks a lot in gri.-na- deftly -flap—youreelf driving
Robert Weaver was named secn.ore blind.
mins, to Efarold Bryan To/ley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bryan chance of side skids.
Make sur e the windshield retary of the new Housing and
Tolley of Murray.
Read your owner's manual for'
-'1.cipers are in good order and 'Urban Development Agency.
advice on rocking your car
A thought for the day —
the washers have proper soloshifting to forward and reverse (ion to keep them functioning. Abraham Lincoln said: "Truth
to •get out of snow Trans. _Good winter driving requires Is generally the best vindication
mission shops have a lot of more of the motorist. But It against slander."
-imprk after a heavy .ahow,
sBy UNITED rusegi-DernasedriortaL
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YOUR LIFE WILL CHANGE

Quotes From The News

Tobacco hit a season high yesterday on the Murray
Tobacco market with some tobacco from Weakley County, Tenn., bringing $50.00 per hundred. The season
average so far is $30.26.
Two local men have been appointed to positions in
the Kentucky Bankers Association .. by George Hart,
president. Glenn Doran, executive vice-president of the
Peoples Bank, was appointed to the Conference commit-

By

Varied Labels ,
Mark Recital
By Mrs. Neal

tee and Ray Brownfield was appointed to the Agricultural committee.
In basketball Murray State edged Evansville 58 to 54,
New Concord defeated Brewers 51 to 40, and Hazel topped Cuba 54 to 53.
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CHECK the following and see if they affect you or your family!

onetimTh '
Austr4ian
child prodigy has selecteda
fantasy by Mozart, a Beethoven sonata. Samuel Barber Excursion, Chopin ballades and pietes by Brahms
and Debussy. Her recital will
be the third offering of the
Siena College-CBC series
and will be at 8 p.m. in the
CBC auditorium. It will be
free and open to the public.
Mrs. Neal resumed her career as a solo artist Etter the
death last fall of her husband, Harry Neal, with
whom she made upl'a twopiano team which for many
years performed in concert
nationally and internationally.
Mrs. Neal is artist-in-resideam at'the University of
Tennessee at Martin and
lives in Paris, Tenn.
Her program:

credit card
blues?
Did Holiday shopping add
an avalanche of bills to
yoW regular monthly °dipeons? See us far the
waSS you need to start the
flew Year right You're alloys No. 1 here—never a
sis-Ilmare computer number.

SEE US FOR A DEBT
CONSOLIDATION
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Check your present health care coverage. Will it miter TODAY'S COST of unexpected
illness or Occident/ If you do not hove Bluss Cross and Blue Shield or wont to know
about additional coverage, seit coupon below.

Piano compositions bearing varying labels will be
'performed by Allison Nelson
Neal in recital , Thursday
night at Christian Brothers

ad,
the
nr11
' at
Ice

_-60•
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If you hove reached your 65th birthday, you may be eligible for the Blue Cross
and Blue Shield-65 program which supplements Medicare.

A
a

When dependents reach AGE 19, coverage under their parents' Blue Cross ond
Blue Shield controct normally ceases. Don't delay, contact Blue Cross and Blue
Shield for continuous Coy./age •

OV
ghl

JOB CHANGE? Transfer your Blue Cross and Blue Shield to your new employer
or pay it from your home.

es
nni

Start out with sound health core financing through Blue Cross and Blue Shield. If
your parents have Blue Cross and Blue Shield, transfer from their Contract to one
of your own. MARRIAGE iiscludes you from your parents' membership.

Au
poi
SU

No probrem, if you have a family Blue Cross and glue Shield membership, We cover
the NEWBORN frorn birth.

the
COI
tin

If you are o full-time COLLEGE STUDENT and not covered under your
parents'
co-...dm apply for the Blue Cross and Blue Shield coverage deigned for you.
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ealth care coverage to meet your nespdscan b• thoroughly planned
raogls Blue Cross end aloe Shiohd.

*

BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.
KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC.
3101 Bardstown Road•Louisville, Ky. 40205a (502)452-1511
ae•halOoll ••••••• Om*.•Ow brawler. 11•••••I 11••••••11••
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Kentucky Mutual
Loan Plan
203 go 5th Street

Murray, Ky,

Bob LaMantus. Mgr.

Phone 753-5572

wow Woe I nyirac au Two collies keep Snoopy cern"any as he gases out over snowbanks ,in Traverse City,
Minus his Sopwith (brawl.,after record movrfalle -titankefed
the western Michigan community.
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More than nine million !tours
is volunteer services were coned by over 100,000 indivat Veterans Actministrathospitals last year. a •
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Vehicle
!ter, Snovy

JANUARY 19. 18.

.NAMATH BECOMES SUER STAR FOR JETS
a

New York Shocks Baltimore,
Joe Proves His Prophecy
A

skim over water.

•

A

ms over water, snow,
riven and supported by

qua new Cushionflight
pported vehicle that can
n. explorers, or anybody
ble by boats or on wheels.
Issue, describes the new4
d vehicle as light minuet
.ti miles an hour
to go;
icle glides smoothly into
y sloping beach and can
e down a road or across

or of aircraft-type prodriven by steel-hofised
flexible cables. supplies
cushioning and propul-g
hey're coupled to the en-""'
y a wide .it, The air, prop is (bur-bladed, 36
in diameter and deeply
d in a fiber glass tunnel
:he bow. .Nylon mesh
out debris. Learning to
is easy.
.up the Cushionflight
:h props turn---they're aloupled to the engine. You
le throttle full on to esthe air cushion, then
he control stick forward.
tch of the drive's prop
s to drive you forward as
les bite into the air.
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Scores 29;
UCLA_ Wins

6

North Wins in Senior Bowl;
Marsalis Is Defensive Star

Vol Fans
Believe In
"Justus"

6

Hazel And New Concord Vie
For Crown In County Meet

Wildcats
Stomp
Gators
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OVC Lead
On Line
Tonight
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By JOHN GRIFFIN
Orange Bowl/
yards, literally picking apart
UPI Executive Sports Editor
And Nemeth, who put his
MIAMI 1717 — Broadway Joe personal reputation squarely on the Colts' famed zone defenses.
The brag—"Four or five quarNemeth, who could have been the line with a lot of big talk
put down as just a loudmouth- during the past week, was the terbacks in the AFL are better
failure, suddenly is the "super- guy who did the whole thing. than the Colts' Earl Morrell."
star" of pro football.
"He is everything we've
The American Football Lea- heard he was," said chargrined
Completed Only 6
gue, which could have been a coach -Don Shula of the defeatThe fact — Morral completed
laughingstock after a third ed Colts, who had to settle for only six passes for 71 yards,
straight whipping by the "big the $7,500 losers' share each in- was intercepted three times.
boys" of the National Football stead of the "certain" $15,000 and finally taken out in favor
League, suddenly owns the winner's share they already had of Johnny Unitas late in the
game. It was near humiliation
world champion team — the counted on.
New York Jets.
Imagine what folks would for the NFL's "Moat Valuable
And the "Super Bowl" game have said of Babe Ruth that Player" award winner.
itself, which was getting a lot time he pointed to the center"I thought we'd win when I
of nasty criticism as a mismat- field stands in Chicago—if Ruth
ch, suddenly is vindicated with had struck out, instead of hit- said those things," said Nemeth
Lew Alcindor
after the game. "I wasn't tryprobably a new lease on life ting hig "called" home run.
ing to be cocky or anything."
as a meeting of the AFL and
Ho Guaranteed It
NFL champs.
That's exactly what they woShute explained Namath's
All this was wrought by three •tild have said about Nesmith if victory strategy
this way: "He
of the most amazing hours ever the Jets had lost. Because, a- established
the Jets' running
seen on a football field any- mong many other things he game early, and
he stuck to it."
where—the 16-7 upset victory said before Sunday's game, Joe
by Namath's 18-point underdog said, "I guarantee it," when askThe Jets' only touchdown
.• _
Jets over the Colts in Sunday's ed if the Jets could upset the came in the second period when
.
1 10111
— 121-1/14.1118
Wela
third
annual Super Bowl game Colts.
ksialit dews by Ilsidlowidoro Atom
Matt Snell, who gained 121
•
Pewee (SI) it lisselsk sad
(11) el Althea& lIssIss early avast Bowl
before a capacity 75,377 at the
"He not only made me be- yards" nailing, sped four yards
•
ItiArliali-~'Risit seven yank Were being hauled to.
lieve we'd win," said one Jet, around the right side of the
defensive back John Dockery. Colt line, a surprisingly proBy VI-TO STELLINO
"but he made us all believe. I ductive area for the Jets all
COL GE BASKETBALL
UPI Sports Wriitir
never saw another fella like day.
RESULTS
Lew Alcinclor never seems to
him in all my life."
By United Press nternatieeal
worry much about scoring
That's
Jim Turner added Bad goals
probably
because
points.
there's never been a fellow like of 32, 30 and nine yards in the
South
Nemeth in football before. second half—and not until all
He's the kind of. "team" play.
Coach Weeb Ewbank of the Jets those 16 points were on the
Wake Forest 88 N. C. St. 79
er that coaches dream about
By DAVID MOFFIT
called him "fabulous" after the board did Unitas save the Colts
Virginia 82 Clemson 75
Senior Bowl classic.
He can score whenever he real
UPI Sports Writer
title game, and .how else can from a shutout by steering,
Tenn. 82 Georgia 67
Strong Passing
ly wants to but his teammates
MOBILE, Ala.
— 51 Loyou describe a player who:
Baltimore on an 80-yard fourth
The North, figured to be a Duke 96 Maryland 85
never think that when they
uis Cardinals football coach
Came out of &aver Falls, quarter drive that ended in a
strong passing team with an- Geo. Wash. 92 Pitts 67
By BASUN MATTHEWS
pass the ball to him, they'll neCharlie Winner thinks dedensive
Pa., to be a star quarterback one-yard touchdown plunge by
sas' Bobby Douglass and Cin. Vanderbilt 76 Ala. 73
ver see it again. He's quick to
beer-Jimmy Marimba of Tenpass off and set up the other
cianati's Greg Cook on hand, Auburn 90 LSIJ 71
ATLANTA UPI - At the Univer- at the University of Alabama Jerry Hill.
nessee A & I may be the real
players for scores and never sity of Tennessee, fans have co- signed an incredible, much cricompleted only nine of 26 pass- Richmond 89 Va. Military 74
surprise when the pros start
Davidson 102 W. Va. 71
Namath's roaming was brilseems to hog the ball.
down
knocked
Marsala
es--and
me to believe the old adage that ticized $400,000 contract to join
picking in the college draft latCitadel 67 Furman 64
But if his team is in trouble justice will triumph. But the the Jets; turned into football's liant—but football men on both
more W his *etre.
er tined:month.
and really needs the points, Al- justice in which Volunteer fans most noted "swinger" with side- sides said his signal-calling was
"There were a lot of people
"I don't think a lot of people
cindor can take over and con have come to believe is spelled burn.., a goatee, a New York even greater.
playing in the Senior Bowl
realized how good this boy is,"
"pad" with super-mod furnishtrol a game just about as well J-u-s-t-u-s.
whom everybody expects to be
Witmea amid. "Ws a lit 'shirt VIM- in the
"We owe this to. Joe's &bib
ings, and a yen kis. the Big
as it can be mastered. Lew
rotind
tlie
trit
of
Bill Justes,- -1-64itit-1 guard
5-foot-10, but be's got the mov*her
showed how Saturday night as from Knoxville, is in his third Town's bright lights; under and our, abill14,draft," Winner mid. "After Sates and the know how to make
went operations on brittle deferi. a," said end George
the Bruins boosted their record
urday's Same, Marsala is one
year of varsity competition with knees that threatened to end Sauer, who caught eight passes
It in the pros."
to 11-0 with an 83-84 victory
of them."
the Volunteers. Southeastern Co- his career; led the Jets, once for 133 yards.
Marsala, a 190-pounder from
over Oregon State.
The North took a conclusive
nference opponents are relieved the most scorned team, to the
Pasoagouia, M, wee one of 4-1 edge over the South
this
for
Shute agreed. "Joe reed our
the few spots Saturday as Allie
it is his last.
AFL title, and--doing exactly
by
only
trailed
State
Oregon
winter's college all-star tour—
The Hazel Lions and the New game was Causey of New Condefenses well. We tried to blitz
Sherman's North team beat and did it with
almost no help Concord Redbirds will meet to- cord with 26 points. Higti man a 35-32 margin at halftime and Justus personally destroyed a what he said he'd do--has wrap- him about five
times, and he.
Winner's South 2743 in the 20th from the Big
Ten, stronghold. morrow night in Jeffrey Gym- for Lynn Grove was West with Mill was in the game with eight strong Georgia team Saturday ped up the world championship beat the blitz
more than it beat
How well did Broadway Joe'
minutes left Aleindor then took niht, scoring 35 of his team's
Defensive bock Al Brenner of nasium at Cailoway County High 8 points.
points in an 82-67 victory over "brag" pay off?
Michigan Skate was the Big School to decide the 1969 chain Saturday night's games New charge and poured in 13 points the Bulldogs.
What happened to the Colts?
The brag — "If the line giv
Ten's only representative. "We- pion for Calloway County.
Concord won handily over Fax- in four minutes—en route to a
asks Shula, "I don't think we
catapulted
victory
enough
The
the
-VoPrOteiMori-te
the
29
total
--and
game
game
of
pass,
've been in a tug of war with
In the first round action in on 27-14 and Hazel squeaked
lunteers now 2-1 back into the tit- we'll win. I'll pick 'em apart' did anything right," says Morwas over.
the Big Ten," one official mid. the tournament Almo defeated by Almo 35 to 32.
rell, "It was just one of those
The
fact—the
le
chase
behind Kentucky 3-0 and
line protected
While Lew was taking enough
"I understand they have threat- Kirimey 36 to 27 and New ConHigh scorer for New Concord
things." Says Unitas, "Time
seed to take away scholarthips cord defeated Lynn Grove 52 was Barrow with 10 points and to give UCLA a comfortable Vanderbilt 4-1, the winner of Nemeth so that he was thrown just ran
out on us." But what
boa the bogs wbs play in this to 24. High scorer for Almo was Denham made 5 points to lead victory the other ranked teams three confesence games last we- only twice trying to pass. So he happened to
the Colts more
completed a Super Bowl re
Cleaver with 11 points and Dar- Faxon. In the Hazel-Almo game except for Kansas were also ek.
simply told: Joe Mouth.
..... _
-Justus, in the three years he corcl_19_,W28 passes for 206
-111e-Ihst Se IA-Win, the North nell pushed thrcugh 14 for Cleaver was the big man with Collecting victories. ---But the sixth-ranked Jay- has played for Tennessee, has
this pest mordh won the Shrine Kirksey. Big man in the second 14 points and Holsapple of Hahawks were dumped by Missou- helped his team to 21-7 records
Bowl at Miami, the American
zel was close behind with 13.
By United Press international Bowl at Temps, the Hula Bowl
ri 47-46 and had their 12-game during his sophomore year when
Scoring (Thursday Night's victory string snapped.
Theo the Vols were conference chamat Honolulu and the Senior
Games)
Frank's 25-foot jumper with pions and 2-6 last season and the
Western Kentucky land Morehe- Bowl. Lone loss for the Yankees
Alms (36) — Cleaver 11, Coneight seconds left carried Mis- runnerup spot behind Kentucky:
ad, deadlocked forIllirst place in was the Blue-Grey game at
ner 6, Shelton 5, Rowland 4.
souri to the triumph. Kansas Justus averaged
the Ohio Valley Conference sta- 3631118°Inery.
It points a gaMe
Burkeen 3, Wells 7.
is now 13-2 overall and 2-1 in
ndings, collide bead-on tonight "I don't know what happenlast year but has been hitting at
Kirksey (27)
Darnell 14, the Big
Eight
while
Missouri
is a 20.5 clip this season
at Bowling Green to settle a ed at those other bowls," said
Parrish 2. Emerson 6, Brame 3.
while
84 and 1-2 in the conferenee.
Winner. "But the simpler feat
league leader.
Kendall 2.
Tennessee has raced to a 7-2
Colorado
and
Kansas
St. are record
Morehead suffered its first here was that the North was
over all.
tied for first at 3-0.
OVC setback of the season, a 93- bigger and stronger — they
New Concord (52) — Futrell
This however, is the crucial
Second-ranked
North Carol,1113 loss to Middle Tennessee Sat- simply ran over us."
17, Scarbrough 3, Causey 26.
ina trailed at halftime but ral- week for Tennessee, which plays
Pewee. Runners
- urday night while Western was
By United Press international Barrow 4, Eaves 2.
lied for a 99-77 rout of Virginia Iwo key home games, against
Sherman,
,coach
of
the
New
Lynn Greve (24) — Morris 7.
Whipping Eastern Kentucky 73Tech; third-ranked Santa Clara Florida tonight and KentuckySatYork
Giants
said
it
was
his
.70. Morehead and Western have
Kentucky hosts Georgia at Lex- Howard 6, West 8, Key 2,- Mur- boosted its mark to
14-0 by top- urday. The Gators with talent
pian
fro
in
the
start
to
see
if
3-1'OVC marks,
ington and Morehead plays West- dock I
ping Pacific 67-56, fourth-rank- center Neal Walk, have threatenAli-America
fullback
Bill
EnIn other games, Tennessee Teern Kentucky at Bowling Green in
ed Davidson routed West Vir- ed to break out of a season-long
Saturday Night's Games
• ch blew a chance at the league yart of Oregon State and Bob key conference basketball games
ginia 10-2-71, filth -ranked Illi- slump, and of course, if KentuciCampbell of Penn State could
Hazel (35) — Bremlett 11, nois
lead by dropping a 95-75 decision
tonight.
stopped Northwestern in ky is to be overtaken, it must
run against the South.
to Murray and East Tennessee
A win by the seventh-ranked King 2, Crutchfieki 4, Waters overtime 82-77, seventh-ranked be before the contenders have
They could. The 230-pound
4,
Holsapple
13.
edged Austin Peay 81-79 in overKentucky routed Florida 88-67, fallen to Ear back.
&mart, hero of the previous Wildcats would boost them to a
Alm. (32) — Cleaver 14, Contime.
In other action last week, Kenweek's Hula Bowl, ground out 40 mark in theSoutheasternCon- ner 1, Shelton 8, Rowland 2. ninth-ranked Villanova edged
Three other games involving 75 yards and a
St. Joseph's 87-62 and 10th-rank- tucky strengthened its hold on
touchdown in ference. Georgia lost to Tenness- Ramsey 2, Wells 3.
OVC teams are also on tap toni- 18 carries; Campbell,
ed New Mexico State whipped top conference spot with imprestar of ee 82-67 Saturday night while Keght. Eastern meets Middle Tenn- Penn State's Orange Bowl
Santa Fe 117-67. St. John's ssive victories over Mississippi
vic- ntucky stomped Florida.
Now
Concord
(27)
— Futrell ranked eighth,
essee at Murfreesboro, East Te- tory, had 59 yards and a touchMorehead and Western both 9,
was idle.
State, 91-72, and Florida, 88-67;
Scarbrough
2, Causey 6, Barnnessee travels to Murray and down in 14 tries.
take 3-1 Ohio Valley Conference row 10.
Vanderbilt beat Florida, 62-55,
Austin Peay hosts Pan American, "We knew the South hied records into the crucial confrontLSU 94-92 and "held" Pete Mar'
Faxen (14) — Ferguson I
Forward Art Polk fired in 34 mine fine defensive hacks like ation that couki determine which Cossey 4,
Saturday's Results
avich to 38 points , and Alabama
Denham .5, Roes 4
points, including seven of MT- that Marmilis," Sherman mid. team will have the upper hand in
76-73.
SU's 20 pointejg overtime, as "So we set up our running conference play until both meet
Western Kentucky 73-Eastern KeMaravich, who still leads th
the Raiders won their first OVC game early to draw this in." again at Morehead Feb. 22.
ntucky 60
nation with a 45.5 per game avertoo
owing
much
in
defeatpower
contest of the season. They have
East Tennessee 81-Austin Peay age, got 46 later in the week, but
The Senior Bowl, played in
In other games tonight, East
two losses.
bone-chilling temperature and Tennessee is at Murray, Middle ing archrival Eastern 73-60.
79
the best any of his teammates
Seven-foot Jim McDanieLs led Murray
Jim McDaniels, Western's 7- a brisk wind, would have been Tennessee hosts Eastern Kentuc95-Tennessee Teel 75 could manage was six, and LSU
Hilltoppers
the
with
again
32
a
speotatoes delight—if the ky, Corpus Christi visits Bellarfoot center, sparked the HilltoppMiddle Tennessee 93-Morehead also lost to Auburn, 90-71, after
points, but reserve sophomore
ers, who handed Eastern its four- weather bad been kinder.
88
mine and Pikeville meets Union.
Auburn was beaten by Georgia,
Jerry
the
entered
Walsh
game
The North jumped to a 14-0
This Week's Schedule
th league setback in as many
Kentucky got a pleasant sur74-69.
late
first
in
came
the
half
and
lead in the first 13 minutes, fell prise Saturday night from Lartries.
Monday - Morehead at Western;
Mississippi State, a surprisMurray guard Jim Young pour- behind 16-14 early in the third ry Steele, although for the Get. up with some key plays. The Eastern at Middle Tennessee; ing 2-1 conference play beginning
6-4
forward
had five assists and Bast Tennessee at Murray; Pan
ed in 27 points, and forwards period, then pulled wavy with ors it was just the opposite.
the week, lost to Tennessee, 59three interceptions to spark the A:Thirteen at Austin Peay.
Claude Virden and Hector Blon- a couple of field goals and a
Florida came out in a zone
54 and to rival Mississippi State,
Hllltoppers
gift
ninth
to
its
victory;
touchdown
set
up
when
the
det added 20 each as the Racers
-Wednesday - Tennessee Tech at 6740, and settled back into a
defense and gave Steele, who
Jimmy Young of Murray fired
rallied from a 42-42 halftime South fumbled the ball way at had been carrying a meager sevAustin Peay; Pan American at fourth place tie With LSU, FlorIn 27 points as the Racers defeatits own two-yard line.
deadlock for Tennessee Tech's
Murray.
enspoint average, a long-range
ida and Auburn, all at 2-3.
ed Tennessee Tech 95-75, and
Saturday - Western at LaSalle,
'first OVC loss.
shot from the corner, The 6-4
In action involving major inMiddle Tennessee handed MoreCONFERENCE
QUIT
MAY
Eastern at East Tennessee; Mo- dependents, Florida State defeatHarley Swift's 25-foot jumper
sophomore proceeded to annihhead its first OVC loss by drop- rehead;
at
with three seconds remaining in
Tennessee
ilate the zone by hitting six‘
Tech;
Mid- ed Tubule, 97-94 and Miami,
of
BURLINGTON, Vt. SIPS — The
overtime gave East Tennessee
dle Tennessee at Murray; Austin 86-81; Georgia Tech improved
seven from that spot as Kentuc ping the Eagles 9348.
ViiMerisity of Vermont is conSixteenth
Louisville
ranked
its second conference win againPetty at Southeast Missouri.
ky took an 88-67 victory,
its record to 3-6 when it desidering leaving the Yankee
lost its poise for the first time
st one defeat. Swift wound up with
Dan Lssel and Florida's Neal
feated Clemson, 72-66 after earConference.
this
coach
according
to
season,
30 points, while APSU guard
lier losing to Jacksonville UnivDavid B. Mathews. the scho- Walk had another scoring duel John Drome, and the error was
Howard Wright, who missed on a ol's sports publican. mid Sun- with the Gator center winning
ersity, 71-62; Miami lost not only
costly
to
87-73
Cards
as
the
fell
Shoemaker
Jockey
has
Bill
last-second shot that rolled off day that Vermont officials 22-points. But Steele, Mike CasCincinnati in a Missouri Valley won 109 maims races at Santa to Florida State, but 62-61 to Tamthe rim, had 34.
pa before getting back in the
THE JETS' JOHNNY SAMPLE (24), who played an
"would give due consideratian ey and Mike Pratt each scor
Anita.
Conference
game.
,Tech, Murray and Eastern-are to its future athletic program" 18 points while Walk's teammatwin column with a 94-87 victory
dutsfending game as a defensive back, tried to intercept
v.—
.•
Cards in
Beard
Butch
led
the
tied fpr second place with 2-1 in light of propoied expansion es were relatively ineffective.
this Baltimore pass from Earl MorraN to flanker Willia
Trainer Arnold Winick sad- over Jacksonville; and Virginia
The hottest rivalry in the OVC scoring with 17 points as they dled" 26 winneriduring the Tech lost to North Carolina 99lellgue records. MTSU is sixth of the conference to include a
Richardson (87). The aerial fell incomplete as New York
to
mark
season
lowered
their
with I 1-2 kg, followed by Austin niunber of major athletic Ow- was played Saturday night in
1962 meeting at Oullstreern 77 alter a 77-66 victory over Riwon, 16-7, in the Super Bowl.
4-2
MVC.
in
the
- Peay at 1-3 apd Eastern at 0-4, ens of the New England area. Bowling Green with Western shPark to set the reams'.
chmond.
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AdultsApeTeens

Plume 7534917 wr 763-4967

I

SAN FRANCISCO CUM —A
University of California POchlatrist says many adults today, "des:miring of soot's
goals and finding little meaning in traditional middle-ohass
values." are attempting to pattern their lives to those of
&dolga:ants.
Of. 41an P. Leveton, professor
and pediatrics at UC's San Francisco
Medical Center, says. "The
adoineent is creative, exploring, ant yet rig
into an
kateMlaiment'-aPeroved role."
This Ifs-style appeals to the
adult who Ands the establishment" anti-human, dishonest,
manipulative, empty, unworkable, or simply lacking In fun,
says Leveton
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Miss Copeland Weds
Jerry Steelman

zt

Royalty Cloaks
It In Fashion

Mendev, Sumer/ 13
Cirels'of
The Cordelia
the South Plessant Grove United Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the church at seven
p.m.
•••
The Suburban Bessemakere
Club will meet at the hone of Fee Cookie Jars
Make filbert meringue drops
Mra. 0. J. Jennings, 115 Woodfor the Christmas cookie Jar.
lawn, at seven p.m.
Beat 2 egg whites in • small
•••
711" Betheny Sunday Scheel bowl until soft peaks form.
Chas of the First Baptist Gradually add 1 cup of sugar, about 2 tablespoons at a
Church will meet with Mrs.
time, beating constantly until
Ines Claxton, Ordway Hall, at stiff
peaks form. Grind 1 cup
!even p.m_
of toasted filberts and fold
•• •
Into egg whites. Drop by teaThe Bete Sigma Phi sore/Rita spoonfuls onto greased baking
will meet at the Community sheets. Top each cooky with a
Center, Ellis Drive, at seven whole toasted filbert and sprinkle with sugar. Bake in pre•••
heated 300-degree oven 20 to
The South Pleasant Grove 25 minutes, or until crisp and
Hommakers Club will meet very lightly browned. Makes
VIM Mrs. Harold Smotherman about 36.
al on psi.
• • •
•••
MRS. JERRY STEELMAN
Mom is a bigger influence in
The New Providing,
a boys' clothing selection than "
Farmhatton Baptist Church tree candelabra holding white taInters Club will Meet
she thinks since about three was the setting oa Novemlow
33
Mrs Jim Allbritten 004
oat of every four purchases of for the wedding of Miss Nosey pers. Tits windows of the sanctuary held single tapers encir•••
boys'
apparel
are
made
either
Copeland, daughter of Mr. and cled with ivy. The family pews
Mr. nil MEL Lawrence I.. Soutk Marshall MO School
and
Mattie
Circle
Ws
The
Bei
directly
by,
the
mother
or
with
Mrs.
Earnest Copelan4 of Farm- were designated by whits made Tress ad Mate1,1131-ney,Ess- plans to Mine *array State
of the First Unitei Methodist the mothers being present at ington, and Jerry Slusluan, son puff bowie.
sag ammo Om
untverstty awe fall.
the
time
Climb
the
of
at
nest
WSCS
Will
Mrs.
the
Doris Stesbnan. Nashpurchase
is
made.,
a their demiler,
Escorted to the altar on the
Jellt
This fact comes from a nation- ville, Teonessee.
hell at seven pm.
So Clarion
arm of her father, who gave her
llr- "WNW 111 lialf 8NIIXIM9 ss
•
•
•
wide
Tha
candle-light
study
cereSaang
by
was
the
Boys'
gun
siggigggg
and
Der,
ef
mg
-- WM/ Ode
In marriage, the bride weisigniaweasel el llimie.4
Ma Mg= Department of the Young Men's Apparel Manu- rim-id-0seven-thirty o'clock in the ed in a model of penheint
-sig. he Is a MOW majorleg la
evening
by
the
pagtor,
the
Rev.
facturers
Association.
Sons
re-ggricalters.
tartry.
bridal satin and Venin--/age•-i
WeeMp's Club will meet
-Harry Yates, totlowing a program
Miss Tress is a feselee et
Wedding elmiluwaineemgleles
. at-the club hum at 7:30 p.m. searched said mothers held ad- ailed music presaged by The dress was designedIelth an
sway
89
per
cent
of
swain* and long tapered
oval
the
time
in
Mistesses will be Mesdames
ages six to 12, 39 per cent from illas Doris Hunter, organist.and sleeves which terminated Jag
Find Wells, Rea Harrell, Don
Gary
Smderson.
vocalist.
ages 13 to 15. and 18 per cent
below the wrists in tradition'
er, Bill Thurman, and 0. for
Forming the sating for the points. The gently molded
la and 17-year-olds. Other
bowedding party were white colB. Boone, Jr.
Influences, in order of signifi- umns of white
• ••
gladiolus
dice
was
and
encircled
asby
amliques
cance: Friends and older boys, sorted greenery,
tied with white of richly-embroidered Venice
The Theta Department of the advertising and
store dispLays. satin. Highlighting the scene was lace in • garland
llimmigy-Woman's Club will meet their own
lased. • bilmeadm of twin candelabra holding= effect was also pattern. This
used to accent
sit 12s club house at 7:30 pm. idols such an television, movie white topers based
the hem of the gown. Back
to
111Millesees
Robert . Hopkins. or other entertainment or Flanking the ammonia's
eon- interest was created by a prinChides Hale, god Robert Jones sports personalities.
tered within the choir loft ware zees court train. Her cathedral
will be the hostesses.
•••
Group GI of the rind Christi's Church CWF will meet with
Mrs. Woodfin Hutson at 7:30
p.m. Mrs. John Pasco will have
the program and Mrs Helen
Bennett the worship.
•••
Tuesday, January 14
The Maryleons Frost Circle
will meet with Mrs R K. On.,
1505 Cardinal Drive, at 9:30
am.
By Abigail Van Buren
•••
The Murray-Calloway County
DEAR ABBY. You may be unable to help me. but perhaps
Association for Retarded Chilrypi G..' P,..
.•
v44, 7.4
1/.0•44.n.
C81.60“1.
1.444ins, Cuslown S. T•mo•st •••41 F1444.144. POW= Weer 01•4•Ien
you can offer an opinion.
dren will meet at the RobertHow does a decent, deeply religious widow overcome her son School at 7:30 pm.
•••
desires to be kissed and be loved"
After being married 44 years with only one man in her life,
The Cumberland Presbyterwidowed a year, not exactly ancient 1621, one lives only with ian Women of the North Plow
memories, constantly revived by TV and books, all ending in sant Grove Church will Mat
sex, and while pleasant to review, they bring to life desires with Mrs. Ed Glover at 10
pan.
that are difficult to suppress
• ••
Having once had pure gold, I could not replace it nth braes.
The Paris Road Hsaismikers
No man however good could ever take the place al the din I
,Clulb will snit with Nu.
lost, yet isn't it evil to harbor desires such as mine?
•
Rimpwas st sae pas.
This writer feels ashamed and unclean, and she is miserable
•••
beYond words Please try to help me.
The Alice Waters Circle of
ALONE
the Tu-st Methodist Chen&
DEAR ALONE: Yew have se cause to feel "ashamed- er
Nakao" became'year natural desires restate undiminished WSCS will meet with Mrs Richard Tuck., 218 Woocllatst, at
a_erttiew et C. Instead a trying to "overcome" year 4.11 lilts Is be loved. lea for amnesia wbe's in the same best—te 9:30 a.m.
•••
tibias YOU cm give love. And deal be se quick to evaluate
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
jaw "metal." Yew need an ALLY. set as ALLOY.
Order of the Eastern Star will
hold its regular meeting at the
DEAR ABBY: My twin sister and I have the same
Masonic Hal at 7:30 pm.
problem Xbout a month ago our whole family was involved
•••
in an
automobile accident There, were no serious injuries but
Circles of the First Baptist
our
parents were scared out of their wits and gave us strict orders
Church WMS will meet as follows: I with Mrs. Owen Rillthat we were not tortde in cars.
ington at 930 am.; II with Mrs.
We both have steady boy friends and this rule is causing
S. L. Horn at tea am. HI with
problems Our boy friends are good, careful drivers and
had
Mrs. R. L. Bowden at 2:30 p.m.:
nothinz to do a ith this accident. Is this fair' Help'
IV with Mrs. Bernice Wiaehart
18 AND 18
at two p.m.
•••
DEAR "i8:" Ne. but time will solve year peones,.
I predict
The Progressive Homemakers
that is due time the esemery of the accident will fade,
and se
Club wiH meet at the home of
will the "rule."
Mrs. Bobby Wilson, 1800 Belmonte Drive, at seven p.m.
DEAR ABBY: If you should get a letter saying,
• ••
"Dear
Abby, my husband and I are not able to communicate
Weseiteedey,
Jasswery 15
because
he never tells me anything," it will be from my
The Airs Dunn Circle of
wife. But
Hanel United Methodist Church
before you answer it, let me
you in on a few facts:
will meet at the home of Mrs.
She's right I don't tell her anything anymore
became every
J. R. Henning at two p.m.
time I open my mouth to say something, she butts
in, finishes
• ••
it, and tells me where I'm wrong.
The Nature's Palette Garden
You see. she readr two newspapers every day
and has her
Club will meet at the Communtelevision on from morning until night, which
ity Center, Ellis Drive, et 1:30
makes her an
"authority" on positively everything. altho she
p.m. Mn. S. L Horn is hostess.
contradicts
herself and invariably gets her facts all mixed up
• ••
I am a responsible man, and my job requires that
The
nal
Grove
Baptist
I keep
abreast of all the local, national and international
Church V/MS will have a misnews, so it's
sion study st the church at
not like I was down in a pit all day completely
oblivious to
seven pm.
what's going on. So now I just say good morning
and good
•• •
night, Sign me—
7
- -"NOT TALKING"
The women of the Oaks
Country Club will have its reCONFIDENTIAL Ti) ANYO
gular day of bridge at the club
FOR WHOM IT IS NOT
YET TOO LATE: Deal ma
at 9:30 am Make reservations
the mistake se many parents
with Mrs Joe H. Allbritten 753'who ens afford ft) ni
their children expensive gifts
658e, by Monday night.
instead of time and
see. The say real security
• ••
childres will ever have is Ibis life will come from whatever
Ileums are popular to rim a
ability they develop le get sling with each ether and
watch fate or embellish a case,
to make
We figure it takes a great car to make any sale worth your time and
their awn way. Net Item material things
redlines or fiber-glass belted tires). Custom or wire wheel coversirven
say the Watchmakers of Switmoney. That's why we've stacked our Break Away Sale with greet
zerland. At the Montres et Bimeg-type wheels). A remote-control, deck-lid releese.
joux, eiwttserland's big watch
Everybody has a prates. What's years' Fee
present
hardtops and sedans. The 1969 Pontiac Bonneville. Catalina. LeMans.
How about savings! Far be it from us to taunt you with great
and Jewelry show, there were
cars
reply write te Abby, flex 111111. Las Angeles, Cal., Ma and
And Custom S. Thirteen models in all.
equipment without making it easy for you to pick up the tab.
and
tnkm
mother
of
pearl
dials.
In
enclose a stamp/S, self-addressed envelope.
Great caret But we've'stacked them with great equipment, too.
keeping with the trend to difIn fact, if you don't'get • great deal on a specially equipped
Wide.
ferent dials, some were fashHATE TO WRITE LETTERS' SEND II TO ASSY, BOX
Power steering. Power front-disc brakes. Cordova top Whitewalls (or
Track Pontiac now, you're not really trying,
A
ioned of pnesawat stones Etch
_
- • -WM, LOS ANGELES. CAL.. IOW FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET
See the '69 Wide-Tracks at your local authorised Pontiac deallar's.
as lapis handl,'jade or tiger's
"HOW TO WRITE LETTERS FOR All OCCASIONS."
eye
•

sow milind

Miss Pamela Treas Engagement
Announced By fis. And Mrs. Treas
macaw rams,ass

of

"Tpea&AMI,

tV ;
Everyone Deseives
Love,;Understanding

41O.
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LONDON (UPI) — Cloaks
have the royal approval in
their comeback to fashion.
Queen Elisabeth II has followed the style of young Londoners swinging around town*
shorter version of what
great - grandmother used to
wear. But when the queen
wears a cloak, it is with digboutset was nity, more than swing.
lights. Fier
of saw poworam chrysentheShe could not have looked
k4
more dignified when photogwith
llig."1
whits
with
seta
tulle, and tied
rapher Cecil Beaton took an
ribbon.
official photograph of her re110 bsidissmakk. Miss Carla. cently in a cloak of deep blue
Pim gad Mrs. An Baker, were cloth lined with scarlet silk,
attired idandcally to the honor secured at the throat with two
attendant,, and carried white pone gold roses and a gold clasp, all
pom mums in colonial arrange- part of her uniform as "Lord
ment.
Hiat- Admiral of the United
Larry Crachfiski served as Kingdom."
beat than for Mr. Stadium, did
Princess Anne, her 18-yearushers were Thomas Broaden
oict daughter, has a sapphire
and Donald /*Clain.
Little Miss Sabrina Wilford blue velvet cloak to wear with
was flower gir1,-and the riss an evenLog dress, plus a warm
-bearer was Trims Broadawl. check tweed cloak In grays and
nephew of the bridegroom. Miss yellow for chilly winter days.
Princess Margaret has a
W1ford wore a strew-Length shift
!sow of emerald gram velvet, long cloak in pale cold satin I
With a high-collared, lace-trim- with a matching evening gown.
med blouse, and white lace leoPrincess Alexandra, the
queen's cousin, wears a short
tards.
cloak of vivid green facecloth
Ite bride's mother chose for over her tartan skirt when she
Ms wedding an oyster white lace Is visiting the Scottish highdress with matching coat and land ancestral
home of her
oyster accessories. A cymbihusband. Angus Ogilvy.
diurn orchid corsage was worn
at her shoulder.
• • •
Mrs. Redman, the bridegroom's mother, wore a gross velAll the advantages of panty •
vet sheath dress with matching
hose and quite a few more deaccessories, and she also wore
scribe a hosiery innovation. It
orchid corsage.
After-the ceremony,the bride's consists of a control panty hose
parents entertained, with a re- made of spandex and extra
ception at the church. The bri- length stretch stockings which
de's table was outlined with gar- reach up to the panty and are
lands of southern smilax ape held in place by a soft elastic
undercut!. No hooks, fastenheld a candelabra sperms in ings, or bulges interrupt the
which were green tapers and an sleek smooth line of this Kayarrangement of white pompoms. ser Roth combine.
Melanin in serving were Min
•
ses Rita Wright, Cindy Rasa;
• • •
and Jackie Broadhead. The guest
Incidental intelligence from
register was kept by Miss Dethe American Institute of
borah Harrison.
For their unannounced wedding Men's and Boys' Wear: a retrip, the bride selected a gray cent fashion show offered
knit coat dress, with nutcase white fox muffs for men. They
accessories. Mr.and Mrs. Steel- were modeled by males wearing
man are now residing in MaYflall• white satin knickers and white
silk stockings,

of psychiatry

SUL CALENDAI

oundlis of silk Mules was mete &shinier at sib reseigglehledwith eryslas.
asbeldst Wipe Was a casarnillainegit SIgland WNW eistered with
a detectible gleindilamesage
and tied wbb tvary mak reams
and levers' Meet&
Attemileg the belie as maid 0
baser was hat dater, Miss Phyllis Gigskem&
ware liser.
We.-selledese *miss stassawaid gross rant. @WWI @keg
s-ilwes. Nor hasierwas was of
silk illusiwa, sisi was attached
to two rain* with green high-
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Pontiac announces
the Great Break.Awyay Sale!
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See how much you can break away with.
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N (UPI) - Cloaks
royal approval in
Ruck to fashion.
Iffisabeth II has folst7le of young Loninging around town
ter version of what
ndmother used to
t when the queen
loak, it Is with digthan swing.
:Id not have looked
titled when photogcil Beaton took an
otognph of her recloak of deep blue
1 with scarlet silk,
the throat with two 6
and a gold clasp, all
a* uniform as "Lord
dral of the United
Anne, her 111-yearter, has a sapphire
cloak to wear with
dress, plus a warm
d cloak In grays and
chilly winter days.
Margaret has a
In pale cold satin
ching evening gown.
s Alexandra, the
min, wears a short
laid green facecloth
&tan skirt when ahe
the Scottish highWel home of her
Ague Ogilvy.

ati,

POE SALO
REAL ESTATE POR SALO
POR aswr
Double Trouble
Never Say Die
• OLIVERID Tractor and 12 foot
SAN FRANCISCO (DPI) - BIDEFORD. England 4 1LTP1)
NICE SLEEPING rooms for Blind people often have
ts-ANDROOM
South
frame
on
more -Richard Ashley, 21-year-old
disc, plow and trailer, $250.00.
boys, 1 block from campus. Call health problems than other soccer
player, has broken a leg
Phone 4364644.
TFC 15th Street.
3-BEDROOM brick-veneer, else' 753406 or 753-3961. Jan-i11-NC Persons, and this is Partly ho- eight times in games. But he
cause they can't see danger sig- 11aen't quit the game yet.
STANDARD STAPLES. Stock up the heM, on Catalina.
FOR ONE to three years. *- nals
on the body
now! Reguar $1.10 for a box of 3-BEDROOM on Killer.
bedroom brick home on KenTo provide a closer watch
5000; price now slashed to only 3-BEDROOM on Keentriand, centucky Lake Blood River, Bay, over the health of
blinded vet- outpatient clinics with special
80 cents during month of Jan- tral heat and air.
near New Concord. All new and erans, the Veterans Admlnig- medical teams to contact vetuary. Help us clear our excess 2-REDROOM on Shady Lane,
furnished, if desired with 40 tration has established regional erans with visual problems.
stock. At yogr Office Supply central heat and air.
acres and one-fourth mile shore.
Store, the Ledger & Times.
2-BEDROOM in Lairway Shores_ Double carport, electric heat
1-25-NC 4-BEDROOM brick on Loch Lo- and large fireplace. Garden and
Answer to Saturday's PuLdis
THEY WILL TRY MOON LANDING-These three astronauts, all veterans of the U.S. space
mond Drive.
recreation space, beautiful sowprogram, have been chosen to try to make the first manned landing on the Moon, in July.
1967 MONARCH 12' x 58' trail- 3-BEDROOM brick-veneer, cen- ed lawn, 300 feet from waters
They are (from left) Nell A. Armstrong, Edwin "Buz" Aldrin and Michael Collins. ColDOMIJO
ODMUU
er with wall-to-wall carpeting tral heat and air, at Providence. edge. Shown by appointment
ACROSS
4-Pigpen
lins is to stay aboard the Apollo 11 during the landing attempt.
LiWJMOU
throughout, furnished all elec- 3-BEDROOM, electric heat in anytime. Phone 436-2373.
5-land measure
0300 13900U OM
1-Snakos
tric. See at lot 38, Shady Oaks Almo Heights.
ROD
UMUM
MOW
5-Conmebent
like a goat
Trailer Park.
1-20-C 1 LOT in Grove Heights SubOD MORRO MOUO
lia
llard
_
sk
94tuhair sheep
Division, near Elm Grove.
MUM MOOD
anw
NEW TWO-BEDROOM duplex, 12•Fiaal
23-INCH Bieck and white TV 3-BEDROOM on
-lisebbroesies
U1500 EIO00
9
10 acres of dishwasher, disposal,' range, air 13-Coagulate
Phone 753-2325.
1-13-C Lend, west of Murray.
30OrAq
74
- Or3
conditioner, carpeted and pan- 14-Succor
MDMGM GU
frame, central eled throughout. Located on Lo- 15-Latin comunction 1140aidantice
12' x 60' EMBASSY Mobile 4-BEDROOM
DOW
WOOMO 0130
l7-111swe_
16-Time long since
CO LIMMMU
Home, '67 Model. Three-bed- heat, 119 acres of land, east of cust Drive, $110.00 per month.
lt4lneikertisn
past (poet.)
21-Unwise-Call 753-7550 after five o'clock. 18-River island
room, all-electric, birch panel- Almo.
23-Encounter
NUMMI NUOCra
ACRES, 3 miles southeast
1-15-C 20-Initials of 26th
ing throughout. Phone 753-3346,
25-Act ii.
13
President
patronizing
or Puryear 247-3949.
'TFNC of Murray.
2-bedroom du- 22-Juncture
manner
3$-Spare
LOT AND TRALLEP, located
56 Flap
26-Sends
plex. Carport, electric heat and 24-Datum
58-Greek loner
38-Dirk
AMERICAN STANDARD table Blood River Sub-Division.
27-Class of society 40-Arabian
27-Clothed
seaport 60-Roman WON"
_ top electric water heater. 30 3-BEDROOM, aluminiuni facet- air-conditioned. Located 706 29-Stalk
61-Teutonic *Rot.
(Pl.)
43-Disposition
Payne. Phone 733-2335. J-13-C
28-Face of watch
62-Pronoun
gal., good condition. Phone 489- ed Gilbert SL, Hazel.
31-At present
46-Challenges
30.Refuse horn
64-College *gm
2365.
1-13-C 3 LOTS on Catalina.
4-11•Food programs
grapes
APARTMENT, 5 rooms. Beth, 32.Eagie's nest
(abbr.)
33-Goddess of
3-BEDROOM, csattral heat and electric heat, newly decorated. 34-Fur-bearing
$1 -Exist
66-Hypothetical
mammal
NEW KENMORE garbage dis- air, located
discord
53 Sun god
force
on Catalina.
poni. Never been used. Phone SEVERAL,-"'ARMS available. Phone 733-6876 after 5:00 p. m. 36-Symbol for
nickel
J-13-C
1146740_ _
J-14-C CONTACT: Wayne Wilson, Ed37-Bet mirches
4
*a
:MI 3
6
7
12
39-Walks on
ONE-YEAR-OLD female Sim- .185 Nnight or Chartes McDaniel' TWO-BEDROOM duplex, elec. 41-Symbol
111/13
for
, mesa cat, house broken, good 4-Wilson Insurance and Real txic heat, dishwasher, garbage
tellurium
18 219
...::4111111
61111
;:*:
tatate, 202 South 4th across disposal and air conditioner. 42-Ravelings
pet. Must sell. 753-8332
.!..v
MR&N5.605
Good
location.
from
Phone
Poet
Office.
753-7273.
Phone
753114111
25 il
44-Military student
5 p.m.
igailliara7
=63.
1-13-C 45-Goal
27
47.Soer
RUGS a right?
coin
•
I
iwc
49-Promontory
ing? Clem them tight with
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
32
kipi
.
t
se-Pierce
- Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham- BY OWNER: 5-bearoom
ilMil
52
bian chieftain
1962 CHEVROLET Impala sta- 54-AArastate
- pooerlit.--Tfoirell's Paint Store home. Dining room,
(abbe.)
-Soak
J-18-C room, GE kitchen, including dis- tion wagon. 1962 Chevrolet 4- 55
'
Si-Fruit
purl and dlahwasher. Large lot, door sedan. Cain and_ Taylor Lit,Babyloniait deity
FATHER-AND-SONS ACT - Col. Charles F. O'Donnell
FLUFFiSoft and bright u new.
Jr. (center) views sights
48
fenced back yard. Upper twen- Gulf Station. Corner of Wand" 61•Female slwep
at Bear Cat compound with his sons, Capt. Charles
That's what cleaning rugs will ties. Call for
•
SW,
1-13-C 63-Encourage
(left) and Sp5 Thomas J. O'Donappointment to aso Main.
65-Sharpen
nell. The family reunion near Long Binh, Vietnam, occurred
do when you use Blue Lustre! after 5:00 p. m.
when Specialist O'Donnell
and weekends, 1966 DATSUN 4-door sedan 67-Things, in law
3°
, Rent electric shampooer $1. 7E34123.
arrived for his Vietnam tour. Colonel O'Donnell is commander
TIC 11,000 mile oar. 1962 Chevrolet 68-Prohibits
of the 593d General
69-Advantage
Western Auto Store
J-18C
Support
Group. Captain O'Donnell is commanding officer of C
to,Mb
Battery, 5th Battalion,
2-BEDROOM frame house, elec- Impala 2-door hardtop. Cain
42d Artillery Group and Specialist O'Donnell is serving as
DOWN
WANTED TO BUY
chief fire direction computer
illa
Val
"
tric beat completely redecorat- and Taylor Gulf Station. CornNAM
for the 5th Battalion, 26th Artillery Group. Arlington, Va.,
er
of
8th
Main.
and
J-13is honle for Colonel and
1
-Simian
WANTED: 1,000 barrels of dry ed, new carpet throughout. Lot
Specialist
O'Donnell,
and
Captain O'Donnells wife resides at Garden City,
2Adiustrnent
Lona Island,
3-Parent (collizio.)
No. 2 yellow ear corn. Will 90' x 160', plenty of shade trees. 1963 PONTIAC 4-door hardtop.
tr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
120 it,
pay highest market prices. Cal- Shown by appointment only 1964 Chevrolet 4-door sedan.
loway County Soil Improve- Call 753-1636 after 4 p. m.
Local car. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Peanuts®
1-13-C Station. Corner of 8th and Main.
ment Association. Phone
by Charles M. Schulz
2924.
J-14-C THREE-BEDROOM brick with
1-13-C
LiiNEN ARE qOU
OAKLAND?! WHO SAID AWNING
GEE, CHTX,‘1- I LOOKED 17 UP..
SNOOP'S COUNTING ON YOU'TO
WANTED, good used apartmen air-conditioner, drapes and car- 1965 CHEVROLET. Automatic,
LEAVING FOR
ABOUT LEAVING FOR OAKLAND? SKATE WITI-1 N1M THERE IN THE
I DON'T EVEN 47'5 ABOUT FIFTY
size refrigerator and chrome di- pet. Near University,, $14,500. power steering, $995.00. 1967
OAKLAND?
nette set. Phone 753-5106 after Phone 753-7560 after 5:00 p. m. Buick LaSabre 4-door hardtop.
NORTH AMERICAN 04/APIONSILLPS... KNOW WHERE MILL-5 FDA PETALUKA
J•14-C Factory air, white with black
OAKLAND 45..
5:00 p. m.
1-13-C'
vinyl roof. Cain and Taylor
NOTICI
Gulf Statino. Corner of 6th
HELP WANTSD
• IN.
'et
Main.
1-134
NEWLY
OPENED
in Murray, a
MAC & ANN'S Truck Stop Cafe
wants waitress and cook. Phone Audio specializing in weddings
4924147 or 402-8700.
1-16-C and fine portraiture. For ap- Air Safety Device
pointment call TUBB'S STUDIO, PITTSBURGH (UPI)
.14.9.1
A
WANTED: Mature woman to 233 South 13th. 753-3007.
new safety feature is in the
1-f
.
Yi
1
ironing.
clean weekly some
D• TFNC offing to help pilots of private
11
111111
'-'3
111111
t 04.4k
Good pay. Phone 753-6719 afplanes avoid collisions in the
FAMILY
SHOE
Store.
510
Main. air congested areas. It is •
ter 5:00 p. m.
1-18-C
Your boot headquarters for Pilot Warning Indicator that
LOST AlD POUND
men and boys. Exclusive deal- It is hoped will fill the need for
Nancy
by Ernie Bushmiller
ers for these nationally adver- a low-cost warning' device
LOST: Ring of keys In downUsed brands, Acme, Red Wing, which Is both small and Ineztown area on Monday after Hawk
eye, Wellington, Dingo., Pensive enough to be adapted
noon- Has name plate. W. V. Texas
THE STATUE OF
and Diamond brands, in by general aviation aircraft and
Hale. Finder please call Ver- dress,
casual and work boots commercial airliners
LIBERTY
non Hale, phone 753412184.
NANCY-WHAT FAMOUSA spokesman for the Pecker
1-14-C
Systems Divisions of Owens- LANDMARK WAS GIVEN
ler. Illinois, Inc which was award- TO THE U.S.A.
LOST: Male GerftrIn Shepherd, IllEileTROLUX SWIM
black with tan markings. Phone vice, Box ILI Murray, Ky.. C. ed a contract by NASA ElecFRANCE 2
753-1348.
1-13-C IL Benders. Phase 38241178. tronics Research Center to de..)
Lynnville, Ky.
Feb.•5-NC velop the experimental device
for in fight test evaluation, exGIST RID of pests, they won't pressed hope the warning indiPup All Year
leave on their own. Termites go cator could be sold for about
10
Real Estate Needs
right on eating if yea ignore $1,000
-Callthem. Kelly's Peat Control is the
UY SPANN RSAL ESTATE answer, locally owned and op
Cooling Aids Heart
Phone 733-7734
arated for 20 years. We can be
H-1TC reached 24 hours a day. If it's L.04 ANGELES (UPI)- The
\ a pest call us. Phone 753-3914. Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute says research
Member Chamber of Commerce has
oa -AP ...Ins ••••,•••
S
shown that in *any in81.151.1.4IL 4.AOC 141/0
and
Builders
Association
L.
stances air conditioning is an
ASSOCIATE: to process
196.
Kelly's
Peet
Control,
100
aid to persons suffering from
cowpony turmoil's' atonali.
So. 13th Street, phone 753-3914. heart ailments.
Cu neat a man et we er g huebend
wife lank who Urn l I* ed this is
H-J-15-C
Abbie 'N Slats

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

nainmou
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nntimou unoomo
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trivantages of panty •
ulte a few more deosiery innovation. It
•control panty hose
spandex and extra
tch stockings which
o the panty and are
ice by a soft elastic
No hooks, faetenulges interrupt the
Lb line of this Kayombine

• • •
ii intelligence from
lean Institute of
Boys' Wear: a reion show offered
tuffs for men. They
4
.ed by males wearing"
. knickers and white
igs.
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Wars aid tent freariln• keen et office
0111 WiM101 ale. Ti. MI peewee sr name
essiesse•leiMeed antengs lie 114' fanny.
WON a eirefsek• Wand program. Requires
lii Oiser-to-der. Nang er telegkerie eeliataton. Prolog demanded by hundreds et mil.
bens annisallt.
TWO PROGRAMS
Sweleing eenipmay fununiseil
- gowns. lovesensame 100% mem.- *noble./
21 Homan
process ortlers
eaml keep reconW eeninnos
d.
You must have o good nitpulOt.04, per
son& refirrence and the obdety to make
on immediate decision and invest as
little as S1150 or as much as $4600 to
Mort. Personal inherview with company
Wprerentat.y• in yOto onto
Check ow company's encelient reputo.
tton onto, to wow orwoutry For tt
othyaa
,
e/Ipoochog OtspOn.zo
plaola send Kw Roma, ocldrats

by R. Van Buren

1111:LTONE rectory fruit ben%
lag aid batteries for all mike
besstrag Mak Wallis Dregs.
&ITV

MY HUSBAND - CURSE HIM

WON'T REST UNTIL- HE WRESTS
THE THRONE OF SCNLOCKCN1A
FROM ME,
CHARLIE -

SEARING AN ASTOUNDING
RE$EMFLANCE TO THE
VA WISHED KING KASNMER
CHARLIE DOBBS IS MASQUERADING AS THE AMBITIOUS MONARCH.

SORVICIS OFFERED
-GERMAN SHEPHERD stud service. Phone 753-1348.
1-14-C

\

ACTLY: WE GET
HIM-OR HE GETS
Us"!

LISTEN TO ME .
I THINK I KNOW
HOW TO ACHIEVE OUR
ENDS WITH NO

BLOODSHED.'

IMPORTANT NOTICE. I can
now make dog houses during
the winter months. See Gerald
Waldrop or phone 753-1712.
J-14-NC

tip

that directing' ow

and be sure to include your telephone
number.

a

FlitielliGLASS blown insulation
Put in correctly. For homes or
AIM ETEMATENE,hL commercial
buildings. Tele1412 Aladrao
Dept A phone 753-2653 for information.
Clordmid, Ohio 44117.7i4C.
1-18•C

Intl

lor 4...11

11,411.0m.iw

Lil' Abner
THE CHIROPRACT/O•OFFICE
of

-

DR. R. L. WUEST
Located at 201 S. 5th Street
Announces the Following
CHANGE IN OFFICE HOURS:
Mon. - Wed
9-12
Tues.-Thurs.
9-12, 1-5, 6-8:30
Saturday
9-12, 1-4
Regular house calls will be made on Tuesday
land Thursday evenings, an well as Sunday
afternoons.
Telephone: Offfce
753-7824,,
Residence ___ 753-7112
J18=

14

el covers(
- even

vith great cars
ck up the tab
quipped Wide.

DI D
RECOGNIZE.

N -NC:5T
AT THE

500N
Btti-M°41
1-84
ER
T-

OR LATER ---

'IOU?

-HE'LL SILIL A BRUTE
BRAWL.'qGBUM MCN1E
AND HE'LL REALIZE THAT
TH1E SHY LOVELI CSIRL
IN THE POOL---

-AND THE RUGGECa
TWO-FISTED MOVIE -STAR- ARE. ONE.
AND 114

SAME!!

•te•
''"'s•C"

ft
,
ATTENDING
their

A ception ,11
h9not in
ishington

by the Minne
State Society., Vice
resident and
MD. Hobe
H. Hurnphrey
tietin tii ?hi, ,Lt iii-,' floot

• .1 ,•
•_
---

by Al Capp
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..111
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SEEN HEARD:.
1111Climessl From Page 11
end if we rest our fingers for
a stomeat to think ot the right
weed, we writs a line or two
halm we know what has happenest
Them is something sterile about
an electric typewriter. All you
do is just sit there and tooth
the keya. No emotion is Meatsed.
W.late to hang away. When
get all caught up in a
discourse, our tempo isereasse
sind we bang with fervor end
excitement, end the keys
and the sound reverbrates through ow office.

ssi,••
•;r4

When we wirte out the gentle
'win& Doering gypherlike through the pines, we slow' down
to a gentle pace as befi
the occasion touching the keys
le short, the difference
the electric model and our typewrits, is that the electric is
Imriefitmal like a cempater.
While, our typewriter has per
sonality. You cm see the
on the things that lead from
keys and the little bits of e
er that remain on top of it,
thew fleisthr, there is the
illesseige glary. the "x" This
kay ia I* panacea, the unitised*.

r._.

vi

takes away all our mks.
_ The
- Sites. Merely by banging ima this
hey, we can make any Ihmight,
4 mint or phrase disappear hats
• Shia air.
VIM 'a" finger is well trained,
ARM it has se mach to do.
We may change to an electric
swim day. but before we do it,
we are just going to have to
learn to think faster. Also, to
quit leaning on the tYPewriterWe feel that we must be in
control of the typewriter, rather than visa versa. We hate the'
thought of being controlled by
a machine, and trying to keep
up with it, rather than the
°the. way arm&
we kora that we live in the
machini-los,but after all the
is a NEIL

MONDAY — JA.NUARY 13, 1969

NEIN ME •••
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Hospital Report

•' 'Gentleness' From Paps 1)
Admlissiens. January 10, 1969
these, he said, are: tees injur- Mho Deborah Heater, Box 416
ies to players, useable in any Hester Hall, 11.5.U.: Mrs. Mary
kind of weather end virtually Barahill, Route
3, Indian
no mainteaance coati"
Moped,Tenn.; Mrs. Onetta MiHouston,
The Astrodome at
lan, Route 1, Suchanan, Tons.;
Tex., is equipped with an in- Miss. Mohan Emerson. 702 Meaitial version of Astroturf. Sub- dor/ Lane, Murray; Ray Bucksequent generations of the prgs ingham, South 9th Street, Murduct, however, have been im- ia:I; Mrs. Louise Buckingham,
proved consistently to provide South 9th Street, Murray; Rich.
Arrow tadleates the projected Wading site on the Moon termed "safe aad adequate" by
the one-half-inch deep nyloa ard Tuck, 318 Woodlawn, Mur- the Apollo 8 astomauta who made this pots during their Christmastime orbiting.
carpet and the five-eights-inch ray; Miss Sheila Marshall, Rt.
thick, rubberlike supporting 1, Murray; Mrs. Sandra Waldpad planned for the new Hur- rop, Route 1, Farmington; Mrs.
ray stadium
Laura Arnold, 214 South 11th
Street, Murray; Master Jell
Although it is not known
the present time how king an Clendenon, 606 South 9th St.,
artificial playing surface such Murray; James Anderson, Rt.
as that the Thoroughbreds will 1, Lynn Grove; Mrs. Hazel
be playing on wil last, there Ooley, Route 1, Hardin; James
will be a five-year guarantee Jones, 105 South 10th Street,
on the 67,000 square feet of it Murray; John Calhoun, Route
installed in the new stadium, 5, Murray; Mrs Gracie Neabitt,
505 South 16th Street. Murray;
Dr. Hoganeamp pointed out.
Weather generally determines Baby girl Arnold, 214 South
the type of footwear players 11th Street, Murray; Elvis
will use on the artificial turf Lambt to Con. Div., Route 1,
When the field is dry, a soccer- BilltaeY•
Dismissals
type Shoe with a shorter cleat
Mini Diane Kinel, 302 Pine
than the standard football cleat
Street, Murray; Arthur Kind,
AWARD—Wayne Sullivan (left) is the winner of the Hardie
will be used, officials say.
Crosby Chine et the Year Award presented by
Club
When the field is wet, the 302 Pine Street, Murray; Mrs.
Emma
Sholar,
Route
1, Murray;
standard football shoe with the
et South Palmas& MeAlng the presentation is Bill Hicks,
Mrs.
Ruby
Wrather,
403 Poplar
longer cleat has been found to
club ammallse.
Street, Murray; Oscar klik, 807
give better traction.
Members of the Murray State North 19th Street, Murray; Mrs.
•
football coaching staff are de: Patricia Sons, 500 South 9th
lighted with the decision to in- Street, Murray; Mrs. Mildred
A,LANDiNG ON THE MOON in July is the prospect .for two of these three astronauts
'from lefti. Edwin Aldrin, Neil A. Armstrong and Michael Collins. It is the Apollo 11.
stall the artificial turf in the Adams, Route 1, Murray; Elvis
Lamb, to Cony. Div., Route 1,
culmination of A $25 billion program. The plan is for Armstrong and Aldrin to land while
new stadium.
Collins circles the Moon 69• miles above the surface.
"This decision reflects the in- KirkseY; Mrs, Carolyn Bray,
The Tappan Company, Manscreasingly progressive aUitude 1615 Hamilton, Murray; Mrs.
field, Ohio based major appliWaldrop, Route
I,
•
of the new administration at Sandra
Quiero," Rene Rene.
ance manufacturer, announced
Rest for Milland
the University," said Head Farmington; Baby boy Bray,
Ware Sullivan, 935 Law Oak
15. "Everyday Pito p I e,
'today that estimated sales for
HOLLYWOOD (U P1) — Coach Bill Furgerson, named 1615 Hamilton, Murray; Baby
—
Riad, was presented the Hardie. -the corporation for both DeSly and Family Stone.
Making his first appearance in Coach of the Year in the Ohio boy Sons, 500 South 7th Street, . '•16. "I Started a Joke," Bee a movie for television, Ray Valley Conference last season. Murray.
Cnasby Citizen of the Year cember and the fourth quarter,
Gees.
BEIlland will star in "the ProAward Thursday night by the Ki- broke all previous records for
"When the administration ex17. "If I Can Dream," Eltors" at Universal for the, presses confidence in our grow- Admissions, January 11, IMP wanis Club of South Paducah. - the company.
NEW YORK. Jan. 11. —
vis Presley.
CBS-TV network:
T. G. Shelton, 1709 Calloway,
lag football program by providSullivan is owner of Farmers
(UPI) — The top single pop
18. "Love Child," Diana
W. R. Tappan, President of
jig facilities such as these, rest Murray; Mrs. Virginia Skinner, Market
recardethis week based on
on Clark's River Road. the 87 year old manufacturer,
Rasa and the Supremes.
assured every member of the 304 Pjne Street, Murray; Eric
The award was presented by said that estimated fourth quarBiBlioard's survey Of sake
Paramount-ABC Deaf
coaching staff will be dedicat- Backman, Box 439, M. S. U.;
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — ed wholly to developing a blur. Kenneth Schadelbery, Box 139, Bill Hicks, acting club secretary ter sales would equal $32,374,and broadcast plays are:
dunng a special ceremony.'
Paramount Pictures has con- ray State University
000, up over 10% from the
football M. S. U.; Mrs. Ann Hoke, Route
Ann Doran Cast
1. "I Heard It through the
cluded a deal with ABC-77 to program second
previous
record
Sullivan was honored for tak. Company's
HOLLYWCWID
to none in this 1, Murray; Mrs. Jacqueline
Grapevine," Marvin Gaye.
provide five 90-minute moviesNeedy, Route 1, Murray; Mrs. ing the leadership in raising quarter, set in the second quarKazan cast Xrin Doran In the
part of .the cOuntry."
2. "I'm Gonna Make You
or-television to the network
role of Richard Boone's nurse
Construction of the new 20,- Tryphena Crass, 513% South funds to persuade Paducah ter of 1968, when sales equalltove Me," Diana Ross and
for next season. •*
In -The Arranvement."
000-seat stadium.- part of a $3,- 4th Street, Murray; Mrs. Mavis Transit Corp. to continue oper- ed $29,336,000.
the Supremes and the Temp860.000 academicathletic com- Mlbrittan, 713 Poplar, Murray; ations here for an additional six
tations.
plex planned for the northeast- Mrs. Eunice Grubbs, Route 5, months. The company had - an'Justine'
Dunn
for
Mr. Tappan also said that es3. "Soulful Strut,"
Anouk *Mows
HOLLYWOOD 1UPI) —M1- ern corner of the campus, is Murray; Baby girl Milan, Route nounced it wouldhalt operation.. timated December sales would
Young Holt Trio.
14OLLYWOOD
1,
— An- I chael Dunn. the dwarf in"
Buchanan, Tenn.; Baby girl in the latter part of last year.
expected to start this spring.
be an all time record month,
4. "Crimson & Clover,"
out Aimee arrived in Holly- of Fools." landed a top role in
Barnhill,
Route
3, Indian
Sullivan's campaign was suc- not only for December,4hut for
Tommy James and the Shoe- -wood for her role in **Justine" "Justine" which stars Anouk
Mound, Tenn.; Baby girl Hoke. cessful and bus
service contin- any month in the Company's
at 20th Century-Pox.
Aimee at 20th Century-Fox.
Route 1, Murray.
history, with indicated sales of
ued.
•
5. "Hashed on a ceiling,"
Dismissals
$11,800,000, up 23% from DeHe
also
was
cited
for
cooperB. J. Thomas.
Virginia Skinner, 304 Pine
cember 1967's sales of $9,600,(Continued From Page 1)
Street, Murray; Miss Dorothx ation with the club in its van- 000, and over the Company's
6. "Wichita Littman,"
possible assistance." Birdsong Dowell, 311 South Irvan, Mur- ous projects. Sullivan was a previous record month estabGlen CasigimIL
ray; Johnnie Carroll, Route 2. charter Member of the c 1 u t lished in September, 19011,
explains.
7. "Far epee la My Lifit,w
Birdsong. the father of a 23- Murray: Thomas Armstrong when it was organized in 1954 when 'sales- equalled $11,440,Stevie Irught.
year-old son who is a student Route 1, Murray; Mrs. Irene but later dropped his member- 000.
a. "Taff& Me," the Doors.
at UCLA and a 10-year-old Young, Route 4, Murray; Mrs. ship.
I. "Want-That Could Hapdaughter, aspires to complete Joyce Byrd, 731 Ellis Drive,
The award
named after the
pen." 13rooklya Bridge.
a-nrk on the master's degree Murray; Mrs. Dathel Wilker late Hardie Crosby, also a char
It "Son of a Preacher
snd eventually to teach school son. Route 1, Murray; John Cal t.‘r member of the club who
Man," Dusty Springfield.
— probably history — at the hone, Route 5, Murray.
later became its president. Mr.
.
'secondary level, an ambition re11. "Chinaman," Derek.
Crosby served a term as district
legated to some time in future
governor of Kiwanis.
12. "Going up the Coun. years.
NOW YOU KNOW
try," Canned Heat.
A combat veteran of the!
13. "Cloud 8," the Tempta.
Cc_ ntinuous Showing
European Theater in World by United Press internatienal
tions.
War II and Korea, Col. Bird.
The Church of Jesus Christ of
14. "Lo Mucho"'gip Ts
From 1 pm Daly
song expects his next duty as the Latter-day saints Mormon
SPECIAL!
signment to be Vietnam, but does not consider itself a Prohe has no idea when.
testant church because it had
"Ordinarily, an assignment to no part in the.. 16th century'
an ROTC unit lasts about three Protestant Reformation. It was
Then, after a
United in Fayette. N. Y., onj._____c_LEANERs
pease, he adds with the matter- April 6, 1830.
•
et-factness that typifies many.
military men, "But these are
ANY 5 GARMENTS
not ordinary times." .
Sequel to 'Planer
HOLLYWOOD UPI) — The
t401Al
YOU
K
NOW
ANY 3 GARMENTS
sequel to "Planet of the Apes"
paid
highest
governor
in will begin filming
The
next March
the United States is Nelson A. but this time without CharlRockefeller of New York who ton Heston in the cast.
•
earns 150.000 per year.
Across From
Leon- Weisminon, booed chairman, and Harvey Boriont, president,
chock out a half million dollars worth of used computers
Post Office
*anew.0 awe* ma..5
19, 11, 13
By Cr.Ntr.ul Pre. as
'MN teslastw..sau VII
NEW YORK One of the newest and fastest growing induatries
SVSM—TV
111. tC-1 %
tiLSI X—'1 V
Chain./ 4
In the country is the buying and selling of used computers.
Channel. S
Channel 8
Although the business is less than five years old the computer
MONDAY IYININC PROCItAMS
armpit is-only slightly more than 20 years old t- orrent *alert-Lk-re
Ness; V0A
,. 504 Yr*, wow., Semis Maverick
between $10 and 115 million and are expected to reach the billion•
ed .355 Drtlity% of _Aeon,.
the undersea woryCol_
dollar mark by the mid-1070s. according to Leon Weisuirnan, board
7 IS denim ONO 04141W,W1 Gionornekt
Jecnum Censlene
chairman of the Computer Exchange, Inc., the largest company
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Webssmari attributes the growth of the used computer business
_I.* _
.__ _
-a ,A0t Pow Cosmeeolis
to rapid technological advances. -No one foresaw that the third
FC:,,, "a.".,...
9:11st
cov.....,.. .•
36 "....,2
mow
generation of computers would develop, as fast as it has." Weissmas.
11Var ..Sdnrtsidews; *gni Soria
MASOA
.
Vin0s, Warm.
man said, "with the result that a subuttrertial pool of used second
generation equipment was thrown into the market."
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Industry?
It's Used Computers!

Pilot Completed
HOLLYWOOD
PI
Twentieth Century-Pox Television has completed the pilot of
a new adventure television series. "Joaquin Murieta," starring Ricardo Montalban in the
title role
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Triple-Threat Werner
HOLLYWOOD UPI) —
tar Werner will produce. direct and star in "So Love Returns- for Cinema Cents
Films.
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York the sulk signature scarf sighed by the preside-elstet .
which will be presented to each guest in the $1.000 boxes Sit:
the inaugural Ball In Washington on Jan 20

FOR THE FINEST IN
CLEANING SERVICE

SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY CLEANERS
I? 753-1113
IL 4th Street
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THE FIRST computers, using vacuum tubes, are,so rare as
to be museum ptosse,;Weissman explained, but with the ad- grown" by its previous oWne
vent of tratislitorixed comput- because a larger, faster or more
ern, the industry came of age. .ariphiaticated one is needed. To
There are an estimated 8-'t.000 help pay for the new computer.
computers in tow in the coun- the owner, first sells its older
try, with about 10,000 owned model Also companies which
outright There are four ac- centrisiize their data systems.
qutaltion methods. Webuimanlor firms wilich merge, often find
said renting from .. the manu- themselves with surplidi equipfacturer. purchasing from the rnent.
• • •
manufacturer,
third
party
keening, and what he termed the
will -purchase a used
alternative"fourth
used
and Nell It at A sub.
equipment purchase.
at,sMlaI reduction.-Tor'example,
- Th chief ream", for injyjag a computer that, sold for 1300..
used equipment is economics. 005 to $3.50.000 when It was new
less expensive to buy is used five years ago, would be sold
system outright than to rent or today for between $60,000 and
lease a new one. The savings 370.000
The • company • will not sell a
can be tens or even hundreds
_CS/Input's that has not been
of thouriands of dollars
continuously servicatk Ity the
• • •
original manufacturer and which
COMPUTERS don't wear out, the
manufacturer guarantees a
according to Weissmann, but *continuation of
maintenance for
become obsolete in ,the face of the new owner
expanding information needs
Small businesses that want
Some used computers are in an to automate their
accounting
good or better condition than and other _management
runtwhen first itistalled because tons are among the
best ellsthey kept up-to-date with the tomer,' for limed
corriptiteris
latest changes incorporated in weiseman said. They
are fol,he equipment
lowed by major corporations in=
l'sed computers become avail- terested in adding to painting
'hie when a computer is "out-.1 dittsi lieneitng capacity •
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Referred Performance 'Fleets On Sale
Adults - 2.00 - Children - 1.00
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